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Abstract

The detection and correct interpretation of motion in visual scenes is important
in everyday tasks, e.g., for avoiding cars when crossing the street or for assessing
the optic �ow, induced by self-motion, when navigating through a room. The
processing of visual motion starts in the retina where specialized neural circuits
integrate the incoming signals and extract relevant features. Retinal ganglion cells,
the output neurons of the retina, send the processed information to downstream
brain areas.
Here, the retinal encoding of motion signals was studied in the salamander, a
widely used model system for analyzing retinal function. Signals from up to 400
ganglion cells were recorded simultaneously from the in-vitro retina with multi-
electrode arrays, allowing the classi�cation of cell types and thorough population
analyses. In the salamander retina, object-motion sensitive (OMS) ganglion cells
have been identi�ed which respond to the di�erential motion of an object on
a moving background but are suppressed by global image motion. These cells
might be relevant for detecting moving objects even during self-motion. Fur-
thermore, many vertebrates possess direction-selective (DS) ganglion cells which
preferably respond to a certain direction of drifting motion. They are thought to
provide important information about the optic �ow to higher brain areas. Yet,
direction-selective ganglion cells have been absent in previous characterizations of
the salamander retina.
Here, direction-selective ganglion cells could be identi�ed in the retina of the
axolotl salamander (Ambystoma mexicanum). Further, two distinct types of
direction-selective ganglion cells could be discriminated. One might play a role in
processing global image motion (standard DS cells), while the other is especially
sensitive to object motion and may assist in detecting a moving object's direction
(OMS-DS cells). Standard DS and OMS-DS cells di�ered in many fundamental
properties, as their area of spatial integration and systems of preferred directions,
and responded to di�erent features of a composite motion stimulus. This suggests
that the direction of global image shifts and of locally moving objects is processed
in parallel via di�erent pathways, re�ected by the functional outputs of standard
DS and OMS-DS cells, respectively.
The encoding of global motion direction by standard DS cells was additionally
probed with more complex motion stimuli than traditional drifting gratings. This
revealed that in complex visual scenes, standard DS cells simultaneously encode
motion direction and strong local contrast changes caused by large translational
movements independent of their direction. Populations of standard DS cells with
di�erent directional preferences could then partially compensate for the coding
ambiguities of the individual cell, leading to a better readout of the motion tra-
jectory than would be expected from single-cell responses. This synergy in the
population readout illustrates that downstream brain areas could exploit combined
inputs from standard DS cells with di�erent preferred directions to decode global
image motion more e�ectively.

Key words: retina, motion encoding, direction selectivity, object-motion sensitiv-
ity, population coding, linear decoding, salamander
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1 | Introduction

The processing and perception of motion in visual scenes is of particular impor-

tance for exploring and navigating through our environment. For example, when

crossing the street, the detection and avoidance of moving cars can be crucial for

our survival. Likewise, during a ball game, the approaching ball has to be detected

and the gaze has to follow its trajectory in order to catch it. These situations are

complicated by self motion, introducing a global optic �ow of our surroundings.

But even the smallest eye movements will shift the image that is projected onto

our retinas.

The processing of visual information starts in the retina where di�erent features of

a scene are processed in parallel (Gjorgjieva et al., 2014; Masland, 2012a; Wässle,

2004; Meister, 1996). This manifests in the diverse functional outputs of the reti-

nal ganglion cells. They send the preprocessed information about the visual world

to downstream brain areas.
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Introduction

I am interested in the retina's encoding of visual motion which can be of very

complex nature. As mentioned above, motion in visual scenes does not only com-

prise local motion of objects within the scene but also global shifts of the image

that is projected onto the retina. These shifts can be caused by body, head or eye

movements.

When we �xate our gaze on a region of interest, our eyes are never still and

perform tiny tremor-like eye movements, so-called �xational eye movements, to

counteract adaptation to the static stimulation and prevent the image from fading

(Martinez-Conde and Macknik, 2008). The induced retinal slip of the image is

corrected for by microsaccades, stabilizing the position of the image on the retina

(Engbert and Mergenthaler, 2006; Collewijn and Kowler, 2008; Ko et al., 2010).

In order to perform these corrections, downstream brain regions which control the

eye muscles have to receive information about the global image motion. This

information is provided by visual feedback from retinal ganglion cells.

Also during head movements, when the vestibulo-ocular re�ex is supposed to relo-

cate the gaze, retinal input to the vestibulo-motor system is thought to �ne-tune

the correctional eye movements by providing additional information about the in-

duced image shifts (Maekawa and Simpson, 1973; Simpson et al., 1988). Another

type of involuntary corrective eye movements, as the ones mentioned above, is

the optokinetic re�ex. There, in contrast to the vestibulo-ocular re�ex, the gaze

is relocated in response to global image shifts that are caused by motion of the

external world (Cochran et al., 1984). Also here, inputs from retinal ganglion cells

are important to relocate the gaze to the region of interest.

But how can retinal output signals help to relocate our gaze? What kind of infor-

mation do they send to downstream brain areas? Can retinal ganglion cells encode

the direction or speed of the global image shifts induced by head and eye move-

ments? In many species, there are types of retinal ganglion cells which respond

selectively to certain angles of drifting motion and are silent for motion into the

opposite direction. The asymmetric response of these so-called direction-selective

retinal ganglion cells to drifting motion is thought to provide important informa-

tion about motion direction to higher brain areas. Direction-selective ganglion cells

have been found in the retina of frog (Lettvin et al., 1959; Maturana et al., 1960),

turtle (Bowling, 1980; Jensen and DeVoe, 1983), mudpuppy (Werblin, 1970), �sh

(Maximov et al., 2005), pigeon (Maturana and Frenk, 1963), cat (Cleland and

Levick, 1974a; Farmer and Rodieck, 1982), rabbit (Barlow and Hill, 1963) and

mouse (Weng et al., 2005; Sun et al., 2006). Nevertheless, there is some contro-

versy about their existence in the salamander retina (Pan and Slaughter, 1991;

Segev et al., 2006).
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A subtype of the direction-selective ganglion cells in the retina of mice and rabbits,

the ON direction-selective cell (characterized by its strong response to �ashes of

light) (Oyster and Barlow, 1967; Sun et al., 2006), is thought to be involved into

the correction of the retinal slip (Dhande et al., 2013). ON direction-selective

cells send information to the accessory optic system in the midbrain which is con-

nected to the vestibulo-motor system (Simpson, 1984). Their output is thought

to �ne-tune eye movements which correct for the retinal slip induced by head

and body movements. Direction-selective ganglion cells are known to faithfully

encode the motion direction of a drifting grating (Amthor et al., 2005; Fiscella

et al., 2015) but eye and head movements are seldom continuous. Instead they

often induce irregular global shifts of the image that is projected onto the retina.

But can direction-selective ganglion cells provide detailed information about such

a discontinuous motion trajectory? In fact, the ability of direction-selective retinal

ganglion cells to encode the instantaneous direction and velocity of a discontinu-

ously moving image has never been tested.

Apart from the corrections for global image shifts, our eyes often follow vol-

untarily the trajectory of a moving object. These pursuit eye movements keep

the projection of the moving object centered on our retinas and are necessary for

catching the object (Land and McLeod, 2000). Pursuit eye movements require

information about the moving object's trajectory which could only be provided

by the outputs of retinal ganglion cells (Lisberger et al., 1987). The underlying

mechanisms how inputs from retinal ganglion cells to downstream brain areas are

used to faithfully pursue and catch objects are still not well understood.

One problem for catching a moving object is that its motion trajectory always

has to be anticipated since retinal processing and the subsequent motor response

are delayed with respect to the current object position. Therefore, the encoding

of the current position of an object is not enough for a faithful pursuit. It has

been proposed, that the future position of the object could be extrapolated from

retinal inputs by internal models in our brain. For a continuously moving object,

the future position could simply be predicted from the object's past positions by

extrapolating linearly and assuming a �xed delay in the visuomotor response. For

example, a linear extrapolation model was able to explain the hit and miss trials

of a salamander hunting prey where the salamander captured the prey when it

moved in a continuous way but missed it when the prey suddenly changed direc-

tion during the capturing process (Borghuis and Leonardo, 2015).

But how could downstream brain areas interpret the output of retinal ganglion cells

in order to anticipate the future object position? Many studies which focused on

the encoding of object motion trajectories by retinal ganglion cells, pooled informa-

3



Introduction

tion from a large cell population. Several of these studies came to the conclusion

that the population code by itself already provides a prediction of the future posi-

tion of the object which simply has to be read out. For example, in the salamander

retina, a continuously drifting bar was shown to drive a wave of spiking activity of

the retinal ganglion cells (Berry II et al., 1999). This activity wave did not travel

behind but actually preceded the current position of the bar which would allow

a prediction of the future bar position by a simple linear readout of the location

of the spiking activity. Similarly, it has been shown that the future position of a

discontinuously moving spot could be estimated by taking the weighted average of

the ganglion cells' receptive �elds based on the current �ring rate of each cell, as

a population vector (Leonardo and Meister, 2013). A downstream neuron could

thereby extrapolate a moving object's trajectory from the population responses.

Other studies have focused on the encoding of a sudden motion reversal (Schwartz

et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2014). For a continuously moving object which suddenly

reverses its motion direction, the linear extrapolation of its previous motion trajec-

tory will incorrectly predict the object's future position. There, the synchronized

�ring of a large population of retinal ganglion cells is thought to act as an error

signal to downstream brain regions for reporting the sudden change of direction.

This would then allow to update the prediction.

Studies with more complex motion trajectories where the motion of the object

was not just continuous or reversing, investigated the encoding of one-dimensional

random bar motion with temporal correlations (Marre et al., 2015; Palmer et al.,

2015). These studies focused on the predictability and reconstruction of the mov-

ing bar's position from the responses of a large population of retinal ganglion cells.

It turned out that for a random motion trajectory, the population did not form a

moving hill of ganglion cell activity, preceding the bars motion as seen for continu-

ous motion (Marre et al., 2015). Instead, the jittering bar also evoked responses in

cells far away from the bar location, similar to the population responses observed

to motion reversal. The global activity of retinal ganglion cells led to a highly

redundant reconstruction of the bar position. This disagrees with the assump-

tion that correlations in the population code might carry additional information

that is not present in the uncorrelated responses of individual neurons (Meister,

1996; Warland et al., 1997). But above studies did not investigate the popula-

tion coding of cells with motion-speci�c responses, like the direction-selective cells.

Another important question to answer is how the motion of an object could

be di�erentiated from the global shifts induced by eye and head movements?

Our attention is often driven to moving objects (Franconeri and Simons, 2003;

4
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Corbetta and Shulman, 2002), suggesting that object motion is detected very

early in the visual processing pathway. Compared to the background, the ob-

ject is only moving locally and usually with di�erent speed and direction than

the moving background. But even in computer vision, interpreting object and

background motion correctly, is not trivial (Yu et al., 2007). More recently, reti-

nal ganglion cells have been identi�ed in salamander and rabbit which responded

well to di�erentially moving objects but not to global background motion. These

object-motion-sensitive (OMS) cells might provide information about the current

position of a moving object (Ölveczky et al., 2003; Baccus et al., 2008).

Though, there are retinal ganglion cell types which show intriguing motion-speci�c

response properties, as the direction-selective and object-motion-sensitive cells,

most of the previously mentioned population encoding studies focused on hetero-

geneous cell populations or on populations of cells characterized by their responses

to �ashed stimuli. A study of the motion encoding by populations of cells with

motion-speci�c responses could therefore provide a di�erent picture about the

population encoding of motion patterns and their e�ciency.

1.1 About this work

I investigated the motion encoding of retinal ganglion cells in the axolotl salaman-

der on the single-cell and population level. I was interested how the functional

outputs of retinal ganglion cells could assist in tracking moving objects or relocat-

ing the gaze during �xation. Therefore, I projected di�erent moving visual stimuli

onto the in-vitro retina and recorded the responses from up to four hundred retinal

ganglion cells at the same time with multi-electrode arrays.

I systematically analyzed how individual retinal ganglion cells encoded di�erent

motion features and characterized the cells according to their responses to global

coherent motion, di�erential motion and motion direction. I could identify three

motion-speci�c response types in the salamander retina.

First, I found direction-selective (DS) cells, which preferably responded to certain

angles of drifting motion but were silent for motion into the opposite direction.

Second, I could identify object-motion-sensitive (OMS) cells which showed similar

properties as the OMS cells identi�ed in the tiger salamander (Ölveczky et al.,

2003). They responded well to di�erential motion but were suppressed by global

coherent motion. Third, a subset of the identi�ed direction-selective ganglion cells

also showed strong object-motion-sensitivity. I called these cells OMS-DS cells to

distinguish them from the standard DS cells. Standard DS cells responded equally

well to global coherent and di�erential motion while OMS-DS cells only responded

5



Introduction

well to local di�erential motion but not to global coherent motion.

I could show that standard DS and OMS-DS cells are presumably two distinct

cell types, encoding di�erent features of the visual world. They di�er signi�cantly

in their organization of preferred directions, as well as their receptive �eld sizes,

their areas of spatial integration. While standard DS cells integrate information

over a large area, OMS-DS cells have very small receptive �elds. I hypothesize

that standard DS cells are important for the encoding of the motion direction of

global background motion, while OMS-DS cells might play a role in detecting the

motion direction of a locally moving object. This hypothesis was substantiated

by the distinctive responses of standard DS and OMS-DS cells to more complex

motion stimuli.

Furthermore, the receptive �elds of retinal ganglion cells of a distinct functional

type are thought to tile the retina like a mosaic, ensuring that the encoded feature

can be captured across the entire visual �eld (Masland, 2012a). These mosaics oc-

cur because the dendritic trees of cells of the same genetic type usually avoid each

other, thus, relating functional types to genetic ganglion cell types. The genetics

of a retinal ganglion cell determines to which amacrine and bipolar cells it con-

nects and to which downstream brain regions the ganglion cell projects. Thereby,

the genetics of a cell type determines the ganglion cell's morphology and function.

The directional subtypes of standard DS and OMS-DS cells showed independent

receptive �eld mosaics but had strong receptive �eld overlaps between each other.

This further indicates that standard DS and OMS-DS cells are distinct cell types.

What might be the function of standard DS and OMS-DS cells in visual process-

ing? As standard DS cells have large receptive �elds and respond well to global

coherent motion, they might report the direction of global image shifts, as induced

by �xational eye movements, to downstream brain areas. In terms of receptive

�eld size and organization of preferred directions, standard DS cells showed strong

analogies to the ON DS cells in the mammalian retina which project to brain areas

related to vestibulomotor responses (Simpson, 1984; Dhande et al., 2013). There-

fore, standard DS cells might also be involved in the correction of the retinal slip

as induced by head and body movements.

On the other hand, OMS-DS cells encoded the motion direction of small moving

objects and might provide important information for tracking these objects. In-

formation about the motion direction of a moving object could be used to better

extrapolate the motion trajectory of a moving object (Zelinsky et al., 2015; Kwon

et al., 2015; Kalman, 1960). This information might be especially useful when

the object is shortly occluded by another object (Kristan et al., 2009; Zago et al.,

2010).

6
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Based on the prior classi�cation of the motion-speci�c ganglion cell types

in the axolotl salamander, I studied the responses of standard DS cells to jitter-

ing background motion. DS ganglion cells are known to respond selectively to

certain directions of a drifting grating. Here, I hypothesized that they might pro-

vide information about global image shifts, induced by head and eye movements

to downstream brain areas. Hence, I investigated whether they also respond in

a direction-selective fashion to more complex motion patterns. I stimulated the

cells with a moving background texture following a two-dimensional random walk,

roughly resembling �xational eye movements. I could show that individual stan-

dard DS cells responded on average according to their directional preferences to

this highly irregular motion trajectory.

To see what information a downstream neuron could extract from the standard

DS cell responses, I reconstructed the motion trajectory from the single-cell re-

sponses assuming linear signal integration. The linear readout from the single-cell

responses did only capture few low-frequency features of the random motion tra-

jectory. Motion into the cell's preferred direction was especially well decoded.

From investigating the linear readout from a large population of standard DS cells,

I found that the concerted �ring of standard DS cells allowed a much better per-

formance of the trajectory reconstruction than one would have estimated from the

performance of a single cell. This kind of cooperative spiking of the DS ganglion

cells where the population performs better than the sum of its individuals, is called

synergy.

I found that this synergy arises from coding ambiguities on the single-cell level. It

seems that standard DS cells do not only respond to motion into their preferred

direction but are also driven by strong contrast changes. These contrast changes

could also drive the cells when the image was moving into the cell's null direc-

tion. This diminishes the performance of the trajectory decoding from single-cell

responses. But the concerted �ring of standard DS cells with di�erent preferred

directions could partially resolve these ambiguities. I further showed that for stan-

dard DS cells with di�erent preferred directions, important information is carried

in the spike rate di�erences between cell pairs. Hence, the correlations in the

population responses help to overcome the ambiguities in the individual DS cell

responses to random motion and allow a better decoding of the random motion

trajectory.

The di�erent motion-speci�c outputs of individual retinal ganglion cells in

the salamander retina emphasize the importance of visual motion processing. In-

formation about background and object motion from OMS, DS and OMS-DS cells
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might be crucial for the salamander's survival. First, the encoding of local motion

by standard OMS cells might assist in the detection of moving prey. Second, in-

formation about the motion direction of moving prey from OMS-DS cell responses

might improve the extrapolation of the prey's motion trajectory and assist in its

tracking and �nal capture. Third, responses from standard DS cells might provide

information about eye and self motion and thereby allow to decorrelate image

information from the motion trajectory. Fourth, the simultaneous integration of

object and background motion direction could correct the estimated object mo-

tion.

However, for highly irregular motion trajectories as induced by �xational eye move-

ments, the motion direction can not be decoded very faithfully from the responses

of individual standard DS cells. Instead, the concerted �ring of populations of

standard DS cells is necessary to get a better estimate of the image motion. It

shows that highly specialized cells by itself are not su�cient for the proper encod-

ing of complex motion stimuli but that downstream neurons might bene�t from

the response correlations within the standard DS cell population.

A single standard DS cell would encode motion direction but also spatial infor-

mation of the shifted image. But the correlations in the population responses of

standard DS cells allowed to decorrelate the motion trajectory from spatial image

features which is the reason for the observed synergy.

1.2 Outline of the thesis

This work investigates the mechanisms of motion encoding in the salamander

retina, expanding from the view of single motion processing units to the collective

motion encoding of populations of certain subtypes of retinal ganglion cells.

For a better understanding of the motion encoding of retinal ganglion cells, chap-

ter 2 introduces the circuitry of the vertebrate retina and motion-speci�c compu-

tational mechanisms. Since extensive research has been conducted in the mam-

malian retina, di�erences and similarities between the salamander and mammalian

retinal circuitry are discussed. For linking ganglion cell output to function, impor-

tant retinofugal projection areas of the early visual system and their function are

illuminated. Furthermore, di�erent approaches for understanding retinal popula-

tion codes in response to visual motion are outlined.

Chapter 3 comprises a detailed description of the experimental procedures, as

tissue preparation and recordings. Then, an overview of the applied stimuli and

methods for single-cell and population analysis is given.

In chapter 4, I show the classi�cation of motion-speci�c cell types in the salaman-
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der retina. It is based on the cells' responses to stimuli featuring either uniformly

directed motion or jittering motion in a coherent or di�erential fashion. Then, the

physiological and functional properties of the observed cell types and the under-

lying mechanisms for their response characteristics are discussed. The hypothesis

that one of the observed cell types encodes the direction of moving objects while

another might encode the motion direction of background motion is tested with

more complex motion stimuli.

In chapter 5, the random motion encoding of populations of ganglion cells with

directional preferences is studied. There, the cooperative coding of these cells

leads to synergy in the linear readout. Possible reasons for the observed synergy

and the structure of the correlated cell activity are examined.

Chapter 6 �nally discusses the observed phenomena in a broader context. Follow

up experiments and data analysis are suggested which could further substantiate

my hypotheses.
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2 | Early visual motion processing

2.1 The vertebrate retina

The retina is a delicate layer of nervous tissue in the back of our eyes. Its well-

structured, yet complex circuitry is the starting point of visual information pro-

cessing. Light which enters the pupil has to �rst pass through the vitreous humor

and the �ve retinal layers until it reaches the photoreceptors. There, it triggers an

electro-chemical signaling cascade which propagates through bipolar, horizontal

and amacrine cells to the ganglion cells, the output neurons of the retinal cir-

cuitry (Fig. 2.1). They send the processed information in a bit-like code of action

potentials or spikes through the optic nerve to downstream brain areas. The bipo-

lar cells provide feed-forward excitation from the photoreceptors to amacrine and

ganglion cells while horizontal and amacrine cells provide lateral inhibition within

the circuitry.

When light hits the outer segments of the photoreceptors, it induces conforma-

tional changes of the photopigments which is called photo-isomerization. The

signal which is caused by the photo-isomerization is strongly ampli�ed by internal

cell processes and leads to a hyperpolarization of the photoreceptor. Photorecep-

tors synapse onto horizontal and bipolar cells which in turn are hyperpolarized

or depolarized depending on their dendritic glutamate receptors. Horizontal cells

have ionotropic glutamate receptors which are sign-conserving. This means that

horizontal cells also hyperpolarize when photoreceptors hyperpolarize with light.

They mostly modulate the glutamate release of the photoreceptors by releasing

the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA.

There are two main types of bipolar cells which synapse onto the cone terminal

(pedicle), the OFF and ON cone bipolar cells. ON bipolar cells have metabotropic,

sign-inverting glutamate receptors and depolarize with hyperpolarizing cones while

OFF cone bipolar cells have ionotropic glutamate receptors as the horizontal cells

and are hyperpolarized (Haverkamp et al., 2001a,b; Vardi et al., 2000). In mice,

the two cone bipolar cell types can be divided into at least nine subtypes, with

characteristic depth of arborization and response kinetics (Euler et al., 2014). The
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Figure 2.1 Schematics of the vertebrate retina consisting of three nuclear layers
and two layers of cell processes. The outer nuclear layer (ONL) contains cell bodies
of cone (C) and rod (R) photoreceptors. In the outer plexiform layer (OPL) they connect
to horizontal (HC), rod bipolar (RB) and cone bipolar cells (CB) via sign-inverting (-) or
sign-conserving (+) excitatory synapses. Cone bipolar cells with sign-inverting synapses
are called ON cone bipolar cells (open circle) due to their depolarization in response to
light �ashes while OFF cone bipolar cells (�lled circle) have sign-conserving synapses and
respond to decrements of light. Horizontal cells are excited by light decrements as well
and provide lateral inhibition to the photoreceptors. Horizontal and bipolar cells have their
cell bodies in the inner nuclear layer (INL) together with amacrine cells (AC), another
inhibitory cell class. Cell bodies of horizontal cells are closest to the outer plexiform layer
while amacrine cells are furthest. Bipolar cells give excitatory input to amacrine and
ganglion cells (GC) in the inner plexiform layer (IPL) which can be divided into ON and
OFF sublaminae. ON cone bipolar cells and rod bipolar cells synapse in the ON sublaminae
while OFF cone bipolar cells synapse in the OFF sublaminae. Rod bipolar cells do not
synapse directly onto ganglion cells but onto AII amacrine cells (mouse nomenclature)
which in turn excite ON cone bipolar cells via gap junctions. Amacrine cells mostly provide
lateral inhibition to bipolar and ganglion cells. Some so-called displaced amacrine cells
have their cell bodies in the ganglion cell layer together with the ganglion cells. Ganglion
cells are the output neurons of the retina and send spikes via their axons through the
optic nerve to downstream brain areas.
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bipolar cells which synapse onto the rod terminal (spherule) have metabotropic

glutamate receptors and depolarize when rods hyperpolarize with incoming light

(Nomura et al., 1994). In the mammalian retina, there is only one type of rod

bipolar cell. The rod pathway is important for night vision as rods are very sen-

sitive to low light levels (mesopic and scotopic regimes, 10−6 − 102 cd/m2) but

saturate at higher (photopic) light levels (> 102 cd/m2). Cones are only sensitive

to mesopic and photopic light levels (> 10−3cd/m2) and are mainly used during

daylight vision (Hood and Finkelstein, 1986; Stockman and Sharpe, 2006).

Bipolar, amacrine and ganglion cells form synapses in the inner plexiform layer

(IPL). Bipolar cells provide glutamatergic excitatory input to amacrine and gan-

glion cells while amacrine cells provide mainly lateral inhibition to bipolar and

ganglion cells by releasing neurotransmitter GABA or glycine (Masland, 2012b).

Amacrine cells can also be modulatory via dopamine and serotonin release (Li

et al., 1990; Contini and Raviola, 2003) or excitatory via gap junctions or the

release of acetylcholine (Masland and Mills, 1979).

OFF cone bipolar cells synpase onto OFF ganglion cells in the outer part of the

IPL (OFF sublaminae) while the synapses of the ON pathway are in the inner part

of the IPL (ON sublaminae). Rod bipolar cells do not synapse onto ganglion cells

directly but provide excitatory input to so-called AII amacrine cells (cf. Fig. 2.1).

AII amacrine cells in turn provide excitatory input to ON cone bipolar cells via gap

junctions (electrical synapses) and inhibitory input onto OFF cone bipolar cells.

The large variety of amacrine cells can be classi�ed by their dendritic morphology,

width of strati�cation and released neurotransmitters. In the mammalian retina,

narrow to medium �eld amacrine cells are mostly glycinergic (Menger et al., 1998)

while in the salamander they are mainly GABAergic (Yang et al., 1991). For wide

�eld amacrine cells it is the other way around. In mammals, they are mainly

GABAergic and in amphibians glycinergic. Well studied amacrine cell types in the

mammalian retina are, apart from the AII amacrine cell which plays an important

role in the rod pathway (Sharpe and Stockman, 1999), the starburst amacrine

cell which integrates moving contrast along its dendrites (Euler et al., 2002; Kim

et al., 2014) and the polyaxonal amacrine cell which is able to send spikes along its

extended axons (Dacey, 1989; Sta�ord and Dacey, 1997; Davenport et al., 2007).

The complex wiring of bipolar, amacrine and ganglion cells leads to a great di-

versity of functional ganglion cell outputs (Wässle, 2004). Retinal ganglion cells

integrate signals from several bipolar cells which in turn receive input from one or

more photoreceptors. The converging connections of photoreceptors and bipolar

cells form the receptive �eld of a ganglion cell which is the area of the visual �eld

over which the ganglion cell integrates. A ganglion cell's receptive �eld is usu-
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ally organized in an antagonistic center-surround structure (Ku�er, 1953; Barlow,

1953). For example, an ON ganglion cell strongly responds when a bright spot is

�ashed in the center of its receptive �eld but the response rate decreases when

the bright spot extends to the surround of the cell's receptive �eld. Responses are

strongest when the ON cell is stimulated with a bright spot in the center and a

dark annulus in the surround. In contrast, OFF ganglion cells respond best to a

dark spot in the center and a bright annulus in the surround. For distinguishing

ON and OFF cells, usually only the center responses or responses to whole-�eld

stimulation are determined.

Another important property of ganglion cells is their response kinetics. Retinal

ganglion cells have often been classi�ed by their response speeds and durations

to �ashed stimuli. For instance, a brisk transient ON cell would respond to an

extended light pulse with a fast and short burst of spikes while a sluggish sus-

tained cell would respond with a larger delay but with persistent spiking for the

length of the pulse (Cleland and Levick, 1974b; Caldwell and Daw, 1978). In the

salamander retina, usually only three ganglion cell types have been distinguished,

ON cells, fast transient OFF cells and slow OFF cells which showed a weak ON

response to higher contrasts (Meister et al., 1995).

In the following, I will focus on the response properties of retinal ganglion cells

regarding the encoding of motion.

2.2 Motion encoding of retinal ganglion cells

Motion in visual scenes is of particular importance for navigating through our

environment. The optic �ow, induced by head and self motion, tells us which

direction we are turning and where we are moving. Objects moving within the

scene, move di�erentially to this moving background. The detection and correct

interpretation of motion are not trivial. On the retinal level, direction-selective

ganglion cells are known which strongly respond to certain motion directions and

would be silent for motion into the opposite directions. Other ganglion cells

preferably respond to the di�erential motion of an object on a moving background

but not to the background motion alone which is why they are referred to as object-

motion-sensitive cells. The properties and underlying circuitry of these cell types

will be outlined below.

2.2.1 Direction-selective ganglion cells

The �rst time, direction-selectivity was observed in retinal ganglion cells was in

single optic �ber recordings in the frog (Rana pipiens) (Lettvin et al., 1959).
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There, a certain type of ganglion cell would �re action potentials along its axon

when a dark spot or bar moved in a certain direction, the preferred direction,

through the cell's receptive �eld but not for motion into the opposite direction,

the cell's null direction. This response asymmetry is characteristic for direction-

selective (DS) ganglion cells. Soon, similarly responding retinal ganglion cells

were discovered in various mammalian and non-mammalian vertebrates (Barlow

and Hill, 1963; Maturana and Frenk, 1963; Ariel and Adolph, 1985; Weng et al.,

2005).

DS cells are best studied in mouse and rabbit where three types can be classi�ed

by their characteristic responses to increments and decrements of light into ON,

ON-OFF and OFF DS cells (Borst and Euler, 2011). ON DS cells respond to the

leading edge of an incoming bright object on a dark background while OFF DS

cells would respond to the trailing edge. For a dark object on a bright background

it would be the other way around. ON-OFF DS cells respond to both, leading and

trailing edges (Vaney et al., 2001).

ON, ON-OFF and OFF DS cells exhibit di�erent systems of preferred directions

and receptive �eld characteristics (Oyster and Barlow, 1967; Kim et al., 2008).

ON DS cells can be clustered into three subtypes according to their preferred

directions which are separated by 120◦ angular di�erence. They usually have large

receptive �elds and respond well to slow speeds and a wide range of object sizes

(Wyatt and Daw, 1975). In rabbit, ON DS cells could be divided into di�erent

subtypes by having either transient or sustained �ring patterns (Kanjhan and

Sivyer, 2010). Transient and sustained ON DS cells also showed di�erent cell

morphologies where the sustained cell had shorter and more numerous terminal

dendrites than the transient cell. ON-OFF DS cells have four subtypes with

preferred directions separated by 90◦ and pointing into the cardinal directions.

Their receptive �elds are smaller than those of ON DS cells and they are hence

more numerous. In rabbit, 5% of the ganglion cells are ON DS cells and 20% are

ON-OFF DS cells (Oyster, 1968).

OFF DS cells only occur with a preference for upward motion which corresponds

to motion into the ventral direction of the image that is projected onto the retina

(Kim et al., 2008). OFF DS cells have a highly asymmetric dendritic tree with

rami�cations ventrally directed. They are also called JAM-B cells due to the

genetic marker, junctional adhesion molecule B, which was used to speci�cally

label them in a transgenic mouse line. In the HoxD10-GFP mouse line, ON DS

cells were labeled quite speci�cally along with some ON-OFF DS cells (Dhande

et al., 2013). The molecular marker CART, cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated

transcript, was shown to exclusively label ON-OFF DS cells (Kay et al., 2011). In
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other mouse lines certain subtypes of ON and ON-OFF DS cells with a distinct

preferred direction were labeled (Sanes and Masland, 2014). The genetic tools

which are available in mouse, allow a more detailed investigation of the function

and morphology of DS subtypes. Especially the coverage of the dendritic �elds

of all DS cells of a certain type and subtype-speci�c projections can be studied

thoroughly.

Models and mechanisms Although DS cells are being investigated for decades

now, there are still some uncertainties left about how the observed direction-

selectivity is realized within the retinal circuitry. The �rst prominent models were

the Hassenstein-Reichhardt and the Barlow-Levick model developed from the bee-

tle and rabbit visual systems, respectively (Hassenstein and Reichardt, 1956; Bar-

low and Levick, 1965), see Fig. 2.2d-e for simpli�ed versions. The Hassenstein-

Reichardt detector only requires excitatory inputs from two cells with di�erent

spatial locations where the signal transmission from one cell is delayed by a cer-

tain amount of time τ . The inputs from the two cells are then multiplied and

will only result in a response of the direction-selective cell if the cell with the

response delay is activated �rst (Fig. 2.2d). The Barlow-Levick model is based on

excitatory and inhibitory inputs. There, the inhibition is delayed and the summed

inputs are recti�ed. Motion into the null direction will then lead to a canceling of

the excitatory input with the inhibitory input (Fig. 2.2e).

In early experiments in rabbit, GABA antagonists picrotoxin and bicuculline could

signi�cantly reduce direction-selective responses of ON and ON-OFF DS cells

(Wyatt and Daw, 1976; Caldwell et al., 1978). Nowadays it is known that so

called starburst amacrine cells (SACs) give asymmetric inhibitory input to ON

and ON-OFF DS cells (Dacheux et al., 2003). ON DS cells cofasciculate with

displaced SACs in the ON sublamina of the IPL while ON-OFF DS cells ramify

in the ON and OFF sublamina. In the OFF sublamina they receive input from

SACs situated in the INL. To demonstrate the asymmetric input of SACs to ON

and ON-OFF DS cells, the synaptic inputs to the OFF arbor of an ON-OFF DS

cell are shown in �gure 2.2a-b. SACs form inhibitory synapses with DS cells only

on the null side of the DS cell (Lee et al., 2010; Briggman et al., 2011; Yonehara

et al., 2013), i.e., the side from which the stimulus is coming when the cell is not

responding (see Fig. 2.2b).

SACs have been �rst identi�ed due to their release of acetylcholine, an excitatory

neurotransmitter. SACs are the only acetylcholine releasing cells in the retina and

their rami�cations could be easily identi�ed in choline-acetyl-transferase (ChAT)

stainings where cofasciculation with DS cells has been studied. The role of acetyl-
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Figure 2.2 Circuitry generating direction-selectivity in ON and ON-OFF DS
cells in mouse. a-b Circuitry and synaptic inputs to direction-selective ganglion cells
(DSGC) during motion into the cell's preferred (a) and null direction (b). DSGCs receive
excitatory inputs from bipolar cells (BCs) and starburst amacrine cells (SACs) marked
by circular synapses. SACs also provide inhibitory, gabaergic input (triangular synapses).
Activated synapses (when neurotransmitters are released) are marked by stars. c Possible
mechanism for centrifugal direction-selectivity in SACs. At proximal dendrites, the SAC
receives excitatory input from slow bipolar cell (B2), indicated by temporal delay τ . This
input is ampli�ed by excitatory input from fast bipolar cell (B3) when the stimulus is
moving from the soma to the dendritic tip, similar to the Hassenstein-Reichardt model (d).
d-e Simpli�ed versions of the Hassenstein-Reichardt (d) and the Barlow-Levick model (e).
Excitatory inputs are marked in magenta and inhibitory inputs in blue. The resulting post-
synaptic potentials for the null and preferred directions are shown as gray and black curves,
respectively. d Excitatory inputs from two di�erent locations are multiplied. Direction-
selectivity is realized by delayed input from one side. e Sum of excitatory and delayed
inhibitory input is recti�ed.
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choline in shaping the direction selectivity of ON and ON-OFF DS cells is still a

matter of debate (Kittila and Massey, 1997; Lee et al., 2010; Briggman et al.,

2011). It is mainly thought that the symmetric connections modulate the direc-

tion selectivity of DS cells.

Several models of passive and active signal integration along the SAC dendrites

have been proposed which usually resulted in weak direction-selectivity. Pas-

sive conductance-based models produced centrifugal direction-selectivity in the

dendritic tips (Tukker et al., 2004) where the output synapses are located but

centripetal direction-selectivity at the soma (Borg-Graham and Grzywacz, 1992;

Branco et al., 2010). This is not in accordance with experimental observations

where a strong centrifugal direction-selectivity was observed across the entire SAC

(Euler et al., 2002). Active conductance-based models of SAC dendrites where the

Na+ conductance is assumed nonlinear from experimental observations showed a

centrifugal direction-selectivity across the entire SAC (Hausselt et al., 2007). Ev-

idence was found that slow and fast responding bipolar cells which synapse onto

proximal and distal dendrites, respectively, would shape the observed centrifugal

direction-selectivity (Kim et al., 2014), similar to a Hassenstein-Reichardt detector

(Fig. 2.2d, (Hassenstein and Reichardt, 1956)). In a more recent work, the GABA

release sites of SACs have been found to be only located at the distal dendrites

while excitatory input is received at the more proximal dendrites (Vlasits et al.,

2016). This observed skewed distribution of input and release sites leads to strong

centrifugal direction-selectivity in a physiological SAC model.

Cholinergic amacrine cells have also been reported in the salamander retina (Zhang

and Wu, 2001; Cimini et al., 2008), hence, similar mechanisms for computing direc-

tion selectivity might be present. Nevertheless, the existence of direction-selective

ganglion cells is still disputed (Segev et al., 2006).

In contrast to ON and ON-DS cells, the OFF DS cells, known as JAM-B cells

in the mouse retina, have a di�erent mechanism of direction-selectivity. Their

asymmetric dendritic tree does not require a direction-selective input (Kim et al.,

2008). According to the Barlow-Levick model, a combination of excitatory input

from bipolar cells at the proximal dendrites and slower inhibition from amacrine

cells at the distal dendrites would already generate a strong direction selectiv-

ity towards the dendritic tips. Evidence for this is the highly asymmetric center-

surround structure of the OFF DS cell receptive �eld (Kim et al., 2008). However,

these cells are only direction-selective at mesopic light levels due to the rod-cone

antagonistic center-surround structure of their receptive �elds with the surround

inhibition being driven exclusively by rod inputs (Joesch and Meister, 2016).
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2.2.2 Object-motion-sensitive ganglion cells

Object-motion sensitivity of retinal ganglion cells has been �rst characterized in

tiger salamander and rabbit (Ölveczky et al., 2003). These cells did not respond

to a full-�eld jittering grating but to a jittering grating con�ned to a small region,

similar to a moving object. The response was even stronger when the full-�eld

grating was jittering in the back of the con�ned region but with a di�erent trajec-

tory (Fig. 2.3b, left) (Baccus et al., 2008; Krishnaswamy et al., 2015). This can

be considered as the di�erential motion of an object in front of a moving back-

ground. Therefore, cells showing this property are called object-motion-sensitive

(OMS) cells.

Glu exc.

Inhibition

a c

OMS

BC BCBC BC
wAC

Background Object Background Object

W3b

BC BC

wAC
VG3

BC BC

Coherent

Differential

Excitation
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b

Figure 2.3 Circuitry for object-motion-sensitivity in salamander (a) and mouse
(c). a Object-motion-sensitive (OMS) cells in tiger salamander receive excitatory input
from bipolar cells in the object region (RF center) and glycinergic inhibitory input from
wide-�eld amacrine cells (wACs) in the background region (RF far surround) (Ölveczky
et al., 2003; Baccus et al., 2008). b Interplay between excitation and inhibition in a
coherent (upper) and di�erential motion scenario (lower). For coherent motion, inhibition
from the far surround (background region) of the OMS cell is synchronous with excitation
in the center (object region) and spiking is suppressed. For di�erential motion, inhibition
and excitation are asynchronous and the OMS cell can respond to the object motion.
c Unconventional circuitry of the object-motion-sensitive W3B cell in the mouse retina.
Spiking wide-�eld amacrine cells (wACs) give inhibitory input to a vesicular-glutamate-
transporter-3 amacrine cells (VG3s) which give glutamatergic excitatory input to the W3B
cells (Kim et al., 2015; Krishnaswamy et al., 2015). Output of VG3s is object-motion-
sensitive, modulated in a similar fashion as in (b) by far surround inhibition from wACs
and center excitation from bipolar cells. The wAC, VG3 and W3B cells stratify in the on-
and o�-laminae of the inner plexiform layer and receive input from on- (open circles) and
o�-bipolar cells (solid circles).

In salamander, the mechanisms allowing the observed object-motion-sensitivity in-

clude inhibition from polyaxonal wide-�eld amacrine cells (wACs) (Baccus et al.,

2008). The wACs integrate background motion across their receptive �elds in
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the far surround region of the OMS cell and are the counterpart to the excitatory

inputs to OMS cells within the object region (Fig. 2.3a). When the object and

background move coherently, excitatory and inhibitory inputs are synchronized

and the OMS cell does not respond. When the object moves di�erentially from

the background, excitation and inhibition are desynchronized and the cell can �re

(Fig. 2.3b).

In mouse, a cell type with similar response properties has been identi�ed, called

the W3B cell due to its bright labeling in the TYW3 mouse line (Kim et al.,

2010; Zhang et al., 2012). W3B cells receive excitatory input from narrow-�eld

amacrine cells expressing vesicular-glutamate-transporter-3, so-called VG3s (Kim

et al., 2015; Krishnaswamy et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2014). The output of VG3s

is already object-motion-sensitive realized by mechanisms which could be similar

to the OMS ganglion cells in salamander (Fig. 2.3c). Spiking wide-�eld amacrine

cells are suspected to provide lateral inhibition to the unconventional circuitry

(Kim et al., 2015).

OMS cells in salamander and W3B cells in mouse have in common that they do

not respond to global coherent motion but to di�erential motion within a small

area. Furthermore, they have small receptive �elds (Baccus et al., 2008; Zhang

et al., 2012). Interestingly, the OMS cells observed by Ölveczky et al. (2003) in

the tiger salamander are fast-responding OFF cells while the W3b cell responds

rather slowly due to the interposed VG3 cells (Zhang et al., 2012; Krishnaswamy

et al., 2015).

In rabbit, ON brisk transient and ON-OFF DS cells were found to have strong

object motion sensitivity (Ölveczky et al., 2003).

2.3 Central projections of retinal ganglion cells

The encoded information of retinal ganglion cells is sent via the optic nerve to

downstream brain areas. At the optic chiasma, the optic nerves of the left and

right eye meet and their optical �bers are rearranged into the optic tracts of the

left and right hemisphere with ipsi- and contralateral projections from each eye,

e.g., the right eye makes ipsilateral and the left eye contralateral projections to

the right hemisphere.

In order to understand how the motion-speci�c responses of retinal ganglion cells

could be used for behavioral computations in downstream brain areas one has to

observe the areas and nodes where retinal ganglion cells project. Although lower

vertebrates as salamanders lack a cortex for more complex visual processing, there

are striking similarities in the retinofugal projection areas of mammals and am-
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phibians. Amphibians share central projection areas in hypothalamus, thalamus,

pretectum and tectum with mice and rabbits (Herrick, 1925; Fritzsch, 1980).

These projection areas are related to di�erent functions as object recognition,

control of sleep-wake cycle and motor control depending on their downstream

connections. Amphibians even have an accessory optic system (AOS) which is

associated to the vestibulo-motor system. The AOS was �rst discovered in rabbit

and is important for correcting the retinal slip caused by eye and head movements

(Simpson, 1984).

Figure 2.4 Central retinofugal projections of mouse (a) and salamander (b).
Retinal ganglion cells project to hypothalamus, thalamus, pretectum, tectum and acces-
sory optic system (AOS). a In mouse, prominent nuclei of these areas are the suprachias-
matic nucleus (SCN), the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN), the olivary pretectal
nucleus (OPN), the superior colliculus (SC) and the medial terminal nucleus (MTN),
respectively. Illustration adapted from Kim et al. (2008). b In salamanders, thalamic pro-
jection sites are the lateral and medial neuropil Bellonci (NBl/m), the corpus geniculatum
thalamicum (CGT), the uncinate �eld (U) and the pretectal area (P). Other important
projections go to the nucleus of the basal optic root (nBOR) of the AOS and the optic
tectum (TO), adapted from Fritzsch (1980). NBl seems to be the analogue of dLGN
while TO and BON correspond to SC and MTN, respectively.

A comparison between mammalian and amphibian systems is important since

many genetic tools have been developed in mouse over the past years. For in-

stance, cell type-speci�c genetic markers allow not only to classify di�erent gan-

glion cell types more accurately but are also useful to identify cell type-speci�c

projection areas (Sanes and Masland, 2014).

In mouse and rabbit, three retinofugal projection areas are of particular impor-

tance for visual motion processing, the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN)

in thalamus, the superior colliculus (SC) in tectum (May, 2005) and the nuclei

of the accessory optic system (AOS) with the medial terminal nucleus (MTN)

as the most important one (Fig. 2.4a). The dLGN relays retinal inputs to the

cortex for higher visual processing (V1/4) and maybe even conscious perception

of motion (area MT in monkeys). The SC is an important node of the oculo-

motor system for directing eye and head movements to a point of interest within
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the visual scene. These movements are often triggered by the visual detection of

moving objects. The object-motion-sensitive W3 cells in the mouse retina were

found to project to SC and dLGN and might therefore be important for making

voluntary eye movements towards moving objects. The AOS is involved in the

optokinetic re�ex which corrects for image shifts caused by head and involuntary

eye movements and which stabilizes the image that is projected onto our retinas

(Simpson, 1984).

In the amphibian brain, the lateral neuropil Bellonci (NBl) and the optic tectum

(TO) are the analogs of dLGN and SC, respectively (Fig. 2.4b, (Herrick, 1925;

Ebbesson, 1972; Fritzsch, 1980)). The amphibian AOS has only one terminal

node, the nucleus of the basal optic root (nBOR) which seems to be the analog

of the medial terminal nucleus (MTN) (Simpson, 1984).

Other retinal projection sites in mammals which are not related to motion pro-

cessing are the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) and the preoptic area (PO) in hy-

pothalamus which are important for regulating the circadian rhythm (Klein et al.,

1991) and the olivary pretectal nucleus (OPN) for the pupillary light re�ex. These

areas receive input from intrinsically light sensitive retinal ganglion cells (Hattar

et al., 2002, 2006).

Projections of DS cells ON, ON-OFF and OFF DS cells in mouse have been

found to project to di�erent downstream brain areas. Most ON-OFF and OFF

DS cells project to the dLGN for higher visual processing and the SC which is

important for involuntary motor responses to motion in visual scenes (Kim et al.,

2010; Rivlin-Etzion et al., 2011). ON DS cells project to several nodes of the

AOS (Oyster et al., 1980; Simpson, 1984; Dhande et al., 2013). The projections

to the AOS provide visual input to the vestibulo-motor system which also controls

eye movements to correct for head and body movements (Maekawa and Simpson,

1973). The detection of the motion direction from visual inputs is thought to work

as a �ne tuning of the rough inputs from the vestibular system. Most neurons

of the three terminal nuclei of the AOS in rabbits (lateral, dorsal and medial ter-

minal nucleus: LTN, DTN and MTN) and the nucleus of the optic tract (NOT)

are directionally tuned. They show similar preferred directions as ON DS cells

(Collewijn, 1975; Soodak and Simpson, 1988). DTN and NOT neurons prefer

anterior motion while LTN and MTN neurons prefer up- or downward motion. In

mouse, only DTN, MTN and NOT were found. ON DS cells with preference for

anterior motion projected to DTN and NOT while ON DS cells preferring upward

or downward motion projected to the dorsal or ventral MTN, respectively (Dhande

et al., 2013). In rabbits, only the sustained ON DS cells seem to project to the
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MTN but not the transient ON DS cells (Yonehara et al., 2008; Kanjhan and

Sivyer, 2010). A subtype of ON-OFF DS cells preferring anterior motion also pro-

jected to the NOT apart from the usual projections to SC. Note here that upward,

downward, posterior and anterior direction with respect to the animal refer to

ventral, dorsal, nasal and temporal direction of the projected image on the retina,

respectively. In frogs, extracellular recordings nBOR projecting axons revealed that

DS retinal ganglion cells responding to image darkening are projecting to the AOS

(Bastakov et al., 2015). Retrograde labeling showed that the nBOR-projecting

retinal ganglion cells were OFF-type with large to medium sized receptive �elds.

Some of them were displaced to the inner nuclear layer (Montgomery et al., 1981;

Cook and Podugolnikova, 2001).

2.4 Population motion encoding

For salamanders there is only a limited amount of genetic tools available. Never-

theless, the salamander retina has become considerably popular for investigating

motion encoding on the population level, in particular for the encoding of motion

onset (Chen et al., 2013), motion reversal (Schwartz et al., 2007; Chen et al.,

2014) and the encoding of object motion trajectories (Leonardo and Meister,

2013; Palmer et al., 2015). The salamander retina is especially suitable for sta-

ble long-term recordings from large populations of retinal ganglion cells in-vitro.

With multi-electrode arrays, signals from hundreds of cells can be captured at the

same time with a high spatial resolution. This allows to investigate population

encoding with single-spike resolution and to obtain spiking statistics over long

time intervals.

2.4.1 Effect of noise correlations

The responses of two retinal ganglion cells can be strongly correlated either be-

cause they respond similarly to a given stimulus, leading to stimulus correlations,

or because they share the same inputs from upstream neurons. Noise in the signal

of upstream neurons will propagate to the downstream ganglion cells and will lead

to so-called noise correlations in the downstream population. There is an ongoing

debate whether noise correlations are important for the encoding of visual stimuli

in the retina. The amount of information that the retina can send to downstream

brain areas is con�ned by the number of optic �bers and the maximum �ring

rate of the ganglion cells. Therefore, some studies suggest that noise correlations

between close-by ganglion cells could contain information that is not present in

the uncorrelated responses of individual neurons (Meister, 1996; Warland et al.,
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1997). Others found that noise correlations in the neural code of retinal ganglion

cell populations did not carry a signi�cant amount of information (Nirenberg et al.,

2001; Panzeri et al., 1999).

More recently, it could be shown that noise correlations are important for the en-

coding of the direction of a drifting grating by a population of ON-OFF DS cells

(Cafaro and Rieke, 2010; Fiscella et al., 2015; Zylberberg et al., 2016). There,

the strength of the noise correlations strongly depended on the direction of the

drifting grating which led to a better estimate of the actual direction of the grat-

ing than would be expected without noise correlations. On the other hand, if the

strength of the noise correlations would have been constant for all directions, the

encoding of the motion direction would have been less faithful than without noise

correlations.

2.4.2 Synchronized activity

A special case of response correlations is the synchronized activity of retinal gan-

glion cells, i. e., when the cells �re together within a narrow time window. The

degree of synchrony of a cell pair can be determined from the cross-correlograms

of the spontaneous activity of the cells (Meister, 1996). The width of the central

peak of the cross-correlogram then indicates the time window of the synchronized

pair activity. The time window in which ganglion cells show synchronized activity

will strongly depend on the source of shared upstream noise. For synchrony within

10− 50 ms, the cell pair might share input from the same amacrine cell, coupled

via gap junctions. For synchrony in a 40−100 ms time window, noise correlations

between ganglion cells probably originate from shared bipolar cell or photoreceptor

inputs (Brivanlou et al., 1998). Synchrony below a millisecond, arises from the

direct coupling between ganglion cells through gap-junctions.

Synchrony between retinal ganglion cells is often induced by certain visual stimulus

features. In order to separate the stimulus-driven correlations from the correlations

induced by upstream noise, a shu�e or shift predictor correction is usually applied

where the cross-correlogram from the responses of shu�ed trials is subtracted

from the original cross-correlogram (Perkel et al., 1967). It has been found that

a sudden reversal of drifting motion as well as the onset of motion elicit bursts

of synchronized activity among retinal ganglion cells (Chen et al., 2013; Schwartz

et al., 2007). The synchronized activity is thought to signal the onset or change

of motion direction to downstream neurons. Downstream neurons could then use

this information to better interpret the following inputs. For a grating that was

shifted with a high frequency forth and back, the induced synchronized activity in

the ganglion cell population, was proposed to work as an internal timer for down-
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stream neurons signaling the input of new spatial information (Greschner et al.,

2002). The knowledge about the timing of a shift would thereby improve the

estimation of the spatial frequency of the grating. Other studies showed that the

synchronized spikes of certain ganglion cell pairs had sharp orientation or direction

tunings in response to drifting gratings (Stanley et al., 2012). The orientation tun-

ings of the synchronized pair spikes were much sharper than orientation tunings

observed in the individual cells.

These studies indicate that the correlated population activity can provide valu-

able information about important stimulus features. For example, the decoding of

motion features by downstream neurons might strongly pro�t from the additional

information that is carried by the response correlations, as information about mo-

tion reversal and improved directional estimates. Whether synchronized activity

or other response correlations could improve the estimation of motion direction

and speed in more complex motion scenarios with random motion trajectories,

remains to be investigated.
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3 | Experimental procedures &
data analysis

3.1 Multi-electrode recordings in the vertebrate
retina

The vertebrate retina has a layered structure, with photoreceptors in the outer

plexiform layer, horizontal, bipolar and amacrine cells in the inner plexiform layer

and ganglion cells in the innermost layer, located close to the vitreous humor.

They are the only spiking neurons in the salamander retina, except for some types

of amacrine cells (He�in and Cook, 2007). The spikes of the retinal ganglion cells

can be recorded extracellularly with planar multi-electrode arrays from the in-vitro

retina.

3.1.1 Setup

The setup for recording the ganglion cell responses consisted of a USB-MEA256-

System with multielectrode arrays (MEAs) with 256 electrodes (Multi Channel

Systems MCS GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany). Extra-cellular recordings were per-

formed with two di�erent MEAs. Both had 252 TiN electrodes, one with 10 µm

electrode diameter and 60µm spacing (256MEA60/10iR-ITO) and the other with

30 µm diameter and 100 µm spacing (256MEA100/30iR-ITO). The signals were

sampled with 10 kHz.

The retinas were visually stimulated by a monochromatic white eMagin OLED mi-

crodisplay (SVGA+ OLED-XL) with 800 x 600 square pixels of 15µm length and

an update rate of 60Hz. The stimuli were directly projected onto the photorecep-

tor layer through a 2.0x telecentric measuring lense (Edmund Optics, Karlsruhe,

Germany), such that the e�ective pixel length was 7.5 µm. The mean irradiance

of the projected stimuli was at 6.33 mW/m2 which corresponds to a low photopic

range (Farrow et al., 2013). The mean irradiance was obtained by �rst measur-

ing the photocurrent of a photodiode which was placed at the usual distance of
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Figure 3.1 Schematics of the recording setup. The visual stimulus is created in
the stimulus computer. It sends the stimulus frames to the oLED display. The frame
pulses are sent to one of the analog inputs of the ampli�er and mark the timing of each
stimulus frame. The stimulus is projected via a telecentric lens system onto the retina
and the extracellular electrical activity of the retinal ganglion cells is picked up by the
multielectrode array. From the ampli�er, cell signals and frame pulses are read out by
the recording computer where the cell signals are high-pass �ltered.

the retina from the display, projecting a con�ned region of mean luminance on a

dark background. Then, the spectrum of the OLED display was measured with a

compact CCD spectrometer (CCS200, Thorlabs Inc, Newton, NJ, USA) and the

spectral density for each wavelength interval multiplied with the corresponding

spectral sensitivity of the photodiode and summed over all wavelength intervals

from 360− 1100nm. The mean irradiance is then the measured photocurrent di-

vided by the area of the mean luminance region and the factor of OLED spectral

density and photodiode sensitivity.

The timing of each stimulus frame was recorded simultaneously with the cell re-

sponses to be able to reversely correlate stimulus and response in the later analysis.

Every time a new stimulus frame was presented, the stimulus computer would send

a signal to a NI USB-6501 digital I/O device (National Instruments, Australia)

which in turn would send an analog square pulse of 25mV and 33ms length to one

of the analog inputs of the ampli�er. The frame timings can then be retrieved by

obtaining the time points when the measured voltage crossed a certain threshold

(here: 10 mV).
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3.1.2 Tissue preparation

I used retinas from adult axolotl salamanders (Ambystoma mexicanum, pigmented

wild type) of either sex. Before tissue preparation, the animals were dark-adapted

for half an hour. Then, the animals were decapitated and pithed under low red

light levels. Before enucleating the eye, the ventral region of the anterior eye

segment was marked with a soldering iron to keep track of the eye's orientation.

The dissection of the eye was performed under infrared illumination with help of

a night vision goggles equipped microscope. The eyes were hemisected along the

cornea and the dorsal region marked with a vertical cut through the sclera. The

vitreous humor was removed and the retina was separated from the posterior eye

cup and remaining pigment epithelium was removed. The retina was mounted

onto a semipermeable membrane with the photoreceptors facing the membrane.

The membrane was positioned on a multi-electrode array (MEA) oriented along

the ventral-dorsal axis and RGCs facing the electrodes.

During the dissection and recording, the retina was superfused with oxygenated

amphibian Ringer's solution containing 110mM NaCl, 2.5mM KCl, 1mM CaCl2•
2H2O, 1.6 mM MgCl2, 22 mM NaHCO3 and 10 mM D-Glucose.

3.1.3 Pharmacology

In some experiments, I blocked inhibitory pathways by switching from a pure

Ringer's solution (see above) to another Ringer's solution containing either 20µM

strychnine, 130 µM picrotoxin or 10 µM gabazine (SR-95531). Strychnine is a

competitive glycine receptor antagonist while picrotoxin and gabazine are a non-

competitive GABAa/c and competitive GABAa receptor antagonist, respectively.

I used the very speci�c GABAa antagonist gabazine as a control to picrotoxin since

picrotoxin is also known to block several ion channels. The strychnine solution

was prepared from a 50mM strychnine DMSO-stock solution. The picrotoxin and

gabazine solutions were prepared from 13 mM picrotoxin and 10 mM gabazine

aqueous stock solution, respectively.

I always did a control recording before drug application and another one 20 min-

utes after switching back to pure Ringer's solution. The recordings during drug

superfusion started 10 minutes after switching to the drug Ringer's solution.

The e�ect of the drugs on the cells' direction-selectivity and object-motion-sensitivity

was tested by a Wilcoxon signed-rank test and a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov

test comparing the DSI and OMSI values, respectively, between the control and

during drug application. Data from three retinas per drug was used.
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Figure 3.2 Protocol for pharmacological experiments. During control spatio-
temporal white noise, drifting gratings, patches with jittering gratings and a temporal
white noise stimulus were shown. Then, the Ringer's solution was switched to a drug
containing Ringer's solution and drug recordings were started after 10min. A wash-out
with normal Ringer's solution lasted 20min before the wash-out recordings started. Ex-
cept for the spatio-temporal white noise, same stimuli were used during control, drug
application and wash-out.

3.1.4 Spike sorting

The binary �les of each channel of the recorded data were loaded and sorted in

a custom-made program in Igor Pro 6.32A 64-bit (WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego,

USA) originally developed by Dr. Ofer Mazor (Harvard University, Cambridge,

USA) (Pouzat et al., 2002). The program �rst grouped the channels into tetrodes

(containing four channels or less) based on the cross-correlations between voltage

traces of each channel. Then, events with amplitudes above 4 standard deviations

of the noise level were detected in each channel. These putative spikes were then

clustered within the channel groups according to their shape of their voltage trace

in the time interval from 0.6ms before and 1.4ms after the peak time and assigned

to units.

These units were assumed to be single neurons if the spikes in at least one channel

were large enough (amplitude larger than two standard deviations above thresh-

old) and were properly clustered (shortest distance between clusters larger than

ten standard deviations). Another important criterion was that the spikes of one

unit had to respect the refractory period of at least 2 ms which is the lower limit

of inter-spike-intervals at which retinal ganglion cells can �re. Only these units

were used during the later analysis.

For pharmacological experiments, spike sorting was performed for each condi-

tion (control, drug, wash-out) separately to account for noise and the possible

mutability of the spike shapes due to drug application. The sorted units from

each condition were matched to each other by comparing the spike amplitudes

and shapes in each channel of a group. Usually, only half of the cells could be

identi�ed during all three conditions.
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3.2 Receptive field analysis

I used spatio-temporal white noise for estimating the area of spatial integration,

the receptive �eld, and the temporal dynamics of each cell. This stimulus con-

sisted of 80x60 squares of 75µm length independently switching to black or white

with a frequency of 30 Hz.

Time

a +

STA
SVD

b

Figure 3.3 Schematics of temporal �lter and spatial receptive �eld derivation
from a spatio-temporal white noise stimulus. a The spike-triggered average (STA)
is calculated from frames of spatio-temporal white noise which follow a spike. b The
singular-value-decomposition (SVD) splits the spatio-temporal STA into its spatial (upper)
and temporal components (lower). The spatial receptive �eld (upper) is �tted by a 2D
Gaussian. Contours at 1.5 standard deviations (red circle) are used to estimate the
receptive �eld diameter (double-headed arrow). First peak of the temporal �lter (lower)
is �tted by a parabola (red curve) to estimate the �rst peak latency (double-headed arrow).

First, I obtained the spatio-temporal �lters of each cell by calculating the spike-

triggered average (STA) (Chichilnisky, 2001) from the responses to the spatio-

temporal white noise stimulus. Then, I used singular-value-decomposition (SVD)

to separate the spatial and temporal components of the STA (Fig. 3.3a). The

singular value decomposition turns the spatio-temporal �lter into two sets of or-

thonormal bases in space and time. The singular vectors belonging to the largest

singular value, constitute the least square �ts of the �lter in space and time. The

SVD can be thought of as decomposing a matrix into a weighted, ordered sum

of separable matrices. Separable models often arise in biological systems, and the

SVD factorization is useful to analyze such systems. For example, some visual

area V1 simple cells' receptive �elds can be well described by a Gabor �lter in the

space domain multiplied by a modulation function in the time domain (De Valois

et al., 2000).

The spatial receptive �eld of each cell was obtained by �tting a two-dimensional

Gaussian to the �rst spatial component of the SVD (Fig. 3.3b, upper). The con-

tours at 1.5 standard deviations of the Gaussian �t then marked the receptive �eld
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of each cell. From these ellipses, the receptive �eld diameters d =
√
a · b were

obtained from the lengths of the major and minor axis of the ellipse, a and b,

respectively.

To estimate the temporal dynamics of the cells, I determined the �rst peak laten-

cies from the �rst temporal component of the SVD (Fig. 3.3b, lower). Therefore,

a parabola was �tted to the highest peak and the �rst peak latency determined

from its peak time. It provides an estimate of how fast a cell responds to a visual

stimulation.

3.3 Direction-selectivity and
object-motion-sensitivity measures

Drifting square wave gratings of 600µm period and a speed of 450µm/s were used

to determine the directional preference of each cell (Fig. 3.4a). The gratings were

presented in a sequence of eight equidistant directions θ ∈ {0◦, 45◦, . . . , 315◦}
with every direction being presented for 6.67s with 1.67s gray screen (mean display

intensity) in between. This sequence was repeated �ve times.

I determined the degree of direction-selectivity and the preferred direction of each

cell by �rst calculating the vector sum of the mean �ring rates fθ in direction

θ. The �rst second of each trial was not included into the average to cut the

stimulus onset response. The angle of this direction vector then provided the

preferred direction of a cell while its strength, normalized by the sum of the mean

�ring rates yielded the direction-selectivity index

DSI =
|
∑

θ fθe
iθ|∑

θ fθ
. (3.1)

A DSI close to zero indicates low direction-selectivity and a DSI close to one a high

direction-selectivity with narrow tuning width. This measure of direction selectivity

is more robust than simply comparing the response rates for the preferred and null

direction (Mazurek et al., 2014). I considered all cells with a DSI above 0.3

as direction-selective cells. Cells with a low response rate to drifting gratings

(< 1 Hz) were considered as non-direction-selective but were not included into

the distribution diagrams of the DSI.

I assessed the object-motion-sensitivity of each cell by using patches of jittering

gratings in either a coherently or di�erentially moving fashion (Fig. 3.4b). The

circular patches of 750µm diameter were arranged in a honeycomb pattern. Each

patch contained square wave gratings of 300 µm period, jittering with a random
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Figure 3.4 Stimuli for classifying standard DS, standard OMS and OMS-DS
cells. a Drifting square wave gratings are applied in 8 equidistant directions (red arrows)
in sequential order. b Patches of jittering gratings are running in two modes, di�erential
and coherent motion. For di�erential motion (upper), gratings jitter independently with
di�erent trajectories (examples in cyan and orange). For coherent motion (lower), all
gratings jitter coherently with the same trajectory (orange). The trajectory of the central
patch (orange) is the same in both modes. c d Gray dashed lines indicate borders of the
MEA.
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trajectory of 15 µm steps to the left or right, every 0.33s. The surrounding area

was at mean display intensity. The center patch was aligned with the center of

the multi-electrode array.

The stimulus was displayed in two modes. In the �rst mode, all gratings moved

independently with a di�erent trajectory, resembling di�erential motion (Fig. 3.4b,

left). In the second mode, all gratings moved coherently with the same trajectory

(Fig. 3.4b, right). This simulated coherent global motion. The trajectory of the

center patch was the same in both modes. The two modes were presented for

23.33s each in an alternating sequence of six repetitions, separated by 1.67s of

mean luminance background.

I calculated an object-motion-sensitivity index (OMSI) from the di�erence between

the mean �ring rates in response to di�erential and coherent motion of the jittering

patches, fd and fc, respectively, normalized by their sum:

OMSI =
fd − fc

fd + fc
. (3.2)

This resulted in a OMSI ranging from -1 to 1 which was negative for cells which

prefer coherent motion and positive for di�erential or object-motion-sensitive cells.

Due to the bimodal distribution of the experimentally obtained OMSI (Fig. 4.1e),

I considered cells with an OMSI above 0.7 as object-motion-sensitive cells.

In some experiments, the object-motion speci�c responses of direction-selective

cells were tested with more complex motion stimuli. One stimulus consisted of

drifting dark spots which had a diameter of 180 µm and covered the whole width

of the MEA (Fig. 3.4c). The spots drifted with a velocity of 450 µm/s across

the retina into the same eight directions as the drifting gratings. Each direction

is presented once for 40 s. During this time, each spot drifts three times across

the retina. The distances between the centers of nearest spots are 900 µm in

the direction of motion and 288 µm in the direction perpendicular to the motion

direction.

The second stimulus consisted of two crossed half-transparent square wave grat-

ings which drifted into di�erent directions (Fig. 3.4d). The analysis of the cell

responses to this stimulus are outlined in the following.

3.4 Component and pattern selectivity

I used a plaid stimulus known from psychophysics and physiology (Adelson and

Movshon, 1982; Castelo-Branco et al., 2002; Movshon et al., 1985) to test whether

standard DS and OMS-DS cells responded di�erently to more complex motion
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scenarios containing local and global motion features. The stimulus consisted of

individual components which moved locally into di�erent directions than the pat-

tern of the fused components.

The components of the stimulus were semitransparent black bars in two orien-

tations, rotated by α = 120◦, on a mean luminance background (Fig. 3.4d).

The bars were 180µm thick and spanned the whole screen. Bars of the same

orientation were equally spaced every 600µm. The contrast was 50% for each

individual bar and 75% where the bars crossed. The bars drifted with a velocity

of vc = 450µm/s perpendicular to their orientation. The velocity of the plaid

pattern is given by the velocity of the components vc and their separation angle

α by vp = vc · cos(α/2) = 900µm/s.

The drift directions of the components were chosen thus that the plaid pattern

was moving into the same directions as the usual drifting gratings stimulus. The

stimulus was presented �ve times for 6.67 s for each direction. Tuning and DSI

for this stimulus were calculated based on the motion direction of the pattern.

To obtain whether the cells were more strongly driven by the motion of the in-

dividual components or by the motion of the pattern, I calculated the tuning

predictions for pattern- and component-selective cells based on the tunings to the

drifting gratings. The pattern prediction was the same as the drifting gratings tun-

ing while the component prediction was the sum of the drifting gratings tunings

turned by ±60◦. To obtain whether the plaid tuning of each cell was more driven

by the pattern or the component motion, I calculated the partial correlations

Rp =
rp − rcrpc√

(1− r2
c )(1− r2

pc)
(3.3)

Rc =
rc − rprpc√

(1− r2
p)(1− r2

pc)
(3.4)

from the Pearson correlation coe�cients rp of the pattern prediction with the

plaid tuning, rc of the component prediction with the plaid tuning and rpc of

the pattern prediction with the component prediction (Movshon et al., 1985).

Whether a cell was signi�cantly pattern or component selective was determined

from the 95% con�dence interval of the Fisher transformed partial correlations

Zp/c = 3 tanh−1(Rp/c) (Fisher, 1915).

3.5 Linear decoding of random motion trajectories

I used three di�erent stimuli which I usually ran for 40 min to investigate the inde-

pendent encoding of random background and object motion trajectories (Fig. 3.5).
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First, I used a correlated noise background (Fig. 3.5a) which I generated from a

spatial white noise pattern with 30x30µm2 pixel size where I applied a Gaus-

sian smoothing of 60µm standard deviation. The pattern was shifted in a 2-

dimensional random walk with independently, Gaussian-distributed motion steps

in x- and y-direction with 22.5µm standard deviation and a frequency of 30 Hz.

ba cBackground motion Object motion Background + object

Figure 3.5 Jittering textures used for trajectory decoding. a Correlated noise tex-
ture moving in a 2-dimensional random walk (red trajectory). b Object texture consisting
of 7 dark spots moving on a mean luminance background with di�erent trajectory than
correlated noise texture (cyan trajectory). c Object texture on top of correlated noise
texture, both moving independently of each other with the same trajectories as in (b) and
(a), respectively. Gray dashed lines indicate borders of the MEA.

Second, I used a jittering object on a mean luminance background, consisting of

seven dark spots of 240µm diameter, arranged in a hexagonal pattern with spots

separated by 750µm (Fig. 3.5b). This object-like texture was shifted according

to Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes (Uhlenbeck and Ornstein, 1930) in x- and y-

direction with a reset force to keep the object within range of the recording area.

Each motion step ∆xt was calculated by

∆xt = −Fxt∆t+ σ∆Wt

= −Fxt∆t+ σ
√

∆t︸ ︷︷ ︸
G

ξt (3.5)

where ∆t = 0.033 s was the time interval between frames and G = 22.5µm

the standard deviation of the independently, normally-distributed motion steps ξt,

same as for the background motion. The magnitude of the reset force F = 0.05 Hz

was chosen in such a way that it would only mildly change the distribution of

the motion steps and at the same time not allow too far explorations from the

recording area. Then, the x- and y-positions of the object-like texture would be

Gaussian-distributed with xt, yt ∼ N
(

0, σ
2

2R

)
∼ N

(
0, (391.7µm)2

)
, centered on

the recording area.

Also, I used a stimulus where the object-like texture was superimposed on the cor-

related noise texture and both were moving with independent trajectories (Fig. 3.5c)
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to investigate the simultaneous encoding of object and background motion tra-

jectories.

3.5.1 The LN-model

The linear-nonlinear model is a simple model for estimating neural �ring rates in

response to a given stimulus. For retinal ganglion cells, the response rate f(t) at

time t is put into a linear relationship to the visual stimulus immediately before

the response s(It−T,t) similar to the STA (Sect. 3.2) but normalized to have a

standard deviation of unity, where T corresponds to the length of the resulting

linear �lter (Fig. 3.6). Ideally, the stimulus should have a Gaussian white noise

statistics for an unbiased estimate of the linear �lter. If the frequency of the stim-

ulus is fast enough so that the integration time of the cell is much larger than the

interval between stimulus frames, a binary white noise is usually su�cient since

the distribution of the integrated stimulus will approach a Gaussian according to

the central limit theorem. The stimulus can be a temporal �icker of the screen

intensity, a spatio-temporal white noise or a trajectory with independently chosen

random motion-steps, as I used for the background motion.

Linear filter Nonlinearity Poisson
process

Spike
responseStimulus

Figure 3.6 Schematics of the linear-nonlinear model with Poissonian spike gen-
eration. First, the spike-triggered average of a stimulus with independently, randomly
changing values is determined as the linear relationship between stimulus and response
(linear �lter). Then, the nonlinearity is determined from value pairs of the �ltered stim-
ulus and mean response. A Poisson process then generates the spike output from the
mean responses estimated by the stimulus which is passed through the linear �lter and
nonlinearity relation.

For a temporal Gaussian �icker stimulus, the linear �lter a(t) is only time-dependent.

For estimating the nonlinearity, the stimulus is �rst projected into �lter space by

convolving the stimulus with the �lter, to obtain the generator signal g(t) =∑T
τ=0 a(τ) · s(t − τ). The generator signal is then set in relation to the actual

response rate f(t) to estimate the nonlinearity N(g). Therefore, I subdivided the

space of the generator signal into bins containing equal amount of data points

and calculated the average generator signal and mean response rate in each bin.

If stimulus and �lter are normalized to standard deviation of one, the generator

signal is usually normal-distributed with positive values corresponding to preferred
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stimuli and negative values to unfavored stimuli. Nonlinearities are usually recti-

fying since there can be no negative spike rates.

To now generate the response to a new stimulus, the experimentally obtained non-

linear relation between generator signal and response rate should be approximated

by a continuous function. Often, a sigmoidal is �tted to the data which is able

to capture the spontaneous activity (for g � −1) and spike rate saturation (for

g � 1) of the cell. For nonlinearities were no saturation is observed, the curve

can usually be described by a simple exponential (cf. Fig. 3.6, nonlinearity).

Responses to a new stimulus can now be generated by passing it through the

linear �lter and estimating the mean �ring rates m(t) = N(g(t)) at time t from

the nonlinear relation between generator signal g and response. Spike rates are

then generated according to a Poisson process with mean and standard deviation

corresponding to the estimated mean �ring rates m(t).

Motion nonlinearities The motion trajectory of the background motion is a

two-dimensional uncorrelated random walk and the two-dimensional linear �lter

consists of two independent �lters in x- and y-direction. Instead of obtaining a

one-dimensional generator signal by integrating over time and direction, I calcu-

lated two independent generator signals in x- and y-direction, gx(t) and gy(t),

respectively, from the corresponding �lters.

The quasi-independent nonlinearities in x and y direction can then be estimated

by calculating the conditional nonlinearities Nx(gx|gy ≈ 0) and Ny(gy|gx ≈ 0).

For example, for the conditional nonlinearity in x-direction, the response rate was

measured for each time bin where the �ltered stimulus in y-direction was close

to zero, i.e., where the motion in y-direction had least in�uence on the encoding

in x-direction. Then, the measured pairs of �ltered stimulus and response were

divided into bins with equal number of data points and averaged which yielded

non-monotonic nonlinearities.

For estimating the in�uence of di�erent nonlinearity models to the random mo-

tion encoding of DS cells, I �tted the conditional nonlinearities of the DS cells

either with a simple exponential function N(x) = A exp(x/B) or with a non-

monotonic function of a quadratic function combined with an exponential N(x) =

Ax2 exp(x/B). The two di�erent nonlinearities were then used to generate the

independent responses of DS cell pairs to the random motion.

3.5.2 Linear multi-cell decoder

I used a linear multi-cell decoder (Warland et al., 1997) to investigate how well

a random motion trajectory can be decoded from the responses of a population
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of ν DS cells. A linear readout is the simplest way to decode information from a

population of spiking neurons and a valid assumption for the integration of input

signals by hypothetical downstream neurons.

From the �rst 28 min of a recording with random background or object motion,

the independent linear �lters of the responses to motion into x- and y-direction,

ax and ay, respectively, were calculated. Therefore, the stimulus was convolved

with the from the response matrix F and the stimulus s (Fig. 3.7a)

F =


f1

0 f1
1 · · · f1

L−1 · · · fν0 · · · fνL−1

f1
1 f1

2 · · · f1
L · · · fν1 · · · fνL

...
...

...
...

...

f1
M−1 f

1
M · · · f1

L+M−2 · · · fνM−1 · · · fνL+M−2

 , s =


sx0 sy0

sx1 sy1

...
...

sx(M−1) sy(M−1)


(3.6)

b = (FTF)−1
· (FTs) =

(
b1x0 b

1
x1 · · · b1x(L−1) · · · b

ν
x0 · · · bνx(L−1)

b1y0 b
1
y1 · · · b1y(L−1) · · · b

ν
y0 · · · bνy(L−1)

)T

(3.7)

where the f ij were the �ring rates of DS cell i during time interval j and the

sxj and syj the motion steps in x- and y-direction at time j, respectively. The

time intervals were of length ∆t ≈ 33 ms and corresponded to the interval be-

tween stimulus frames. M∆t = 28 min was the duration of the �rst stimulus

fragment for the training of the decoder and L∆t = 800 ms the time interval

during which the neural responses to a new stimulus frame was measured. The

linear �lters b contained two important terms, the stimulus-weighted averages of

the cell responses FTs and the normalization term FTF containing the �rst order

correlations between cell pairs within time interval L∆t.

The linear reconstruction of the motion in x- and y-direction, u = F ·b, I then

derived from the responses to the last 12 min of the stimulus for cross-validation

(Fig. 3.7b).

3.5.3 Mutual information between stimulus and reconstruction

For estimating how much information the linear readout of the DS cell responses

provided about the stimulus, I calculated a lower bound of the mutual information

between stimulus s and reconstruction segments u of length L∆t similar to War-

land et al. (1997). The mutual information between stimulus and reconstruction

in x- and y-direction, Ixs,u and Iys,u, respectively, were calculated independently

of each other from the motion steps sx/y and reconstructions ux/y in x- and y-
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direction. The information for either direction Is,u = Hs −Hs|u is derived from

the Shannon entropy of the stimulus Hs = −
∑

s p(s) log2 p(s) (Shannon, 1948)

and the conditional entropy of the stimulus motion given the information from

u, Hs|u = −
∑

u p(u)
∑

s p(s|u) log2 p(s|u). The motion steps are independently

Gaussian-distributed with standard deviation σ = 22.5µm leading to a probability

distribution of the stimulus segments s

p(s) =
1√

(2π)L detS
exp

(
−1

2
sTS−1s

)
(3.8)

where S = 〈ssT〉 = σ2
·1L×L is the covariance matrix of the stimulus. The

probability distribution of the stimulus given the reconstruction, p(s|u), can be

approximated by a Gaussian distribution

p(s|u) = p(s− u) =
1√

(2π)L detE
exp

(
−1

2
eTE−1e

)
(3.9)

where e = s− u is the reconstruction error and E = 〈eeT〉 its covariance ma-

trix. The Gaussian approximation provides an upper boundary for the conditional

entropy Hs|u (Cover and Thomas, 1991). Then, the mutual information can be

approximated by the lower bound

Is,u =−
∑
s

p(s) log2 p(s) +
∑

u

p(u)
∑
s

p(s|u) log2 p(s|u) (3.10)

>−
∑
s

p(s) log2 p(s) +
∑

u

p(u)
∑
s

p(s− u) log2 p(s− u). (3.11)

Now, let e = s− u

Is,u >−
∑
s

exp(−1
2s

TS−1s)√
(2π)L detS︸ ︷︷ ︸

=1

((
−sTS−1s

2 ln 2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

= 1
2 ln 2

− log2

√
(2π)L detS

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

const.

+
∑
u

p(u)
∑
e

exp(−1
2e

TE−1e)√
(2π)L detE

((
−eTE−1e

2 ln 2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=− 1
2 ln 2

− log2

√
(2π)L detE

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

const.

> log2

√
(2π)L detS−

∑
u

p(u)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

log2

√
(2π)L detE (3.12)

> log2

√
det(SE−1). (3.13)
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Since S and E are diagonal due to time translation invariance, the information

estimate can easily be converted into frequency space to observe the frequency

dependence of the mutual information between stimulus and reconstruction

Is,u >

L/2∑
j=0

Ij =

L/2∑
j=0

log2

(
P

(S)
j /P

(E)
j

)
(3.14)

where P (S)
j = 〈2 |s̃j |2〉blocks and P (E)

j = 〈2 |ẽj |2〉blocks are the power spectra of

the stimulus s and the reconstruction error e, respectively, at frequency j/(L∆t).

To determine the power spectra, stimulus, reconstruction and reconstruction error

were divided into non-overlapping blocks of the length of the �lter interval L∆t and

the Fourier transforms of each block s̃j , ũj and ẽj , respectively, were calculated.

The power density spectra were then averaged over all blocks (Fig. 3.7c) and the

information density derived (Fig. 3.7d). The lower boundary of the total mutual

information would then be the sum of the information density over all frequencies.

For estimating the e�ect of noise correlations on the encoding performance of the

cell population, I repeated a 15 min trajectory 10 times and calculated the mutual

information with cell responses from shu�ed trials Ishuffle. This way correlations

induced by shared input noise from upstream neurons were destroyed and only the

correlations induced by the stimulus itself persisted (Schneidman et al., 2003).

3.5.4 Canonical correlation analysis

I used canonical correlation analysis to gain insight into the population activity in

response to di�erent motion components. Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) is

a reverse correlation method where singular value decomposition (SVD) is used to

�nd the stimulus components to which a cell assembly responds most strongly. At

the same time it provides the activity of the assembly that is maximally correlated

to the stimulus components (Zeck et al., 2008). The stimulus �lter a1 and the

correlated response �lter b1 which maximize the correlation coe�cient

ρ1 =
cov(aT

1 S,b
T
1 F )√

var(aT
1 S)var(bT

1 F )
(3.15)

can be found by applying an SVD to the whitened cross-covariance matrix derived

from the covariance matrices of stimulus and response Σs and Σr, respectively,
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and Σsr the cross-covariance between stimulus and response

C = Σ−1/2
s ΣsrΣ

−1/2
r (3.16)

= UDV T (SVD) (3.17)

The whitened cross-covariance matrix is decomposed into the unitary matrices U

and V and the diagonal matrix D containing the correlation coe�cients. The

preferred stimuli within this framework can then be derived from the column

vectors in U and the covariance matrix of the stimulus with ak = Σ
−1/2
s uk. The

correlated neuronal activity is then bk = Σ
−1/2
r vk. The correlation-coe�cients

ρk of the k-th component in D are in a decreasing order. The stimulus �lters ak
and the correlated response bk form orthonormal bases spanning the stimulus and

response space, respectively.
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4 | Characterization of
motion-specific cell responses

Salamander is a common model for studying retinal motion encoding (Chen et al.,

2014; Leonardo and Meister, 2013; Marre et al., 2015; Schwartz et al., 2007) but

its retinal ganglion cell types have been mostly de�ned by responses to �ash

stimulation and temporal white noise �icker (Marre et al., 2012; Segev et al.,

2006; Warland et al., 1997). In the �rst part of this thesis, I characterized retinal

ganglion cells in the axolotl retina (Ambystoma mexicanum) according to their

responses to simple visual motion stimuli. I obtained the functional properties

of the motion-classi�ed cell types and analyzed their responses to more complex

motion stimuli. Using multielectrode arrays, I could extracellularly record the

responses from more than 300 ganglion cells at a time which further allowed me

to determine correlations within a population of cells of the same response type.

4.1 Direction-selectivity and
object-motion-sensitivity

I characterized retinal ganglion cells by their responses to two moving stimuli.

First, I used drifting square wave gratings (inset Fig. 4.1a, details in Sect. 3.3)

to observe how the axolotl retinal ganglion cells responded to di�erent directions

of uniform motion and to identify directional preferences. The second stimu-

lus consisted of circular patches arranged in a honeycomb pattern with jittering

square wave gratings (inset Fig. 4.1c). The gratings in each patch were moving

in two di�erent modes. Either all gratings would jitter with the same trajectory,

simulating global coherent motion of tremor-like eye movements, or each grating

would jitter with a di�erent trajectory, resembling the local di�erential motion of

independently moving objects. Only the trajectory of the central patch would be

identical during both conditions. This stimulus aimed at uncovering preferences

for one of the two conditions, local di�erential or global coherent motion, i. e.,

if the cells responded better to an object, moving di�erentially to its surrounding
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area, or to a globally moving background, respectively.

The responses to the drifting gratings revealed that some cells had a strong di-

rectional preference (Fig. 4.1a-b, left). These so-called direction-selective (DS)

cells (Lettvin et al., 1959; Barlow and Hill, 1963) strongly responded to a certain

direction of the drifting gratings, their preferred direction (indicated by the arrow

in Fig. 4.1b, left), but did barely respond to the opposite direction, their null

direction. For the patches of jittering gratings, these cells responded equally well

to the di�erential and coherent motion conditions (Fig. 4.1c, left).

Other cells did not have a directional tuning but showed a strong asymmetry

in their responses to the patches of jittering gratings (Fig. 4.1c, middle). They

responded well to di�erential motion but not to the coherent motion condition.

Although the receptive �eld of the OMS cell was within the central patch (inset

Fig. 4.1c), it was still in�uenced by motion in its remote surround. This type of

cell has been discovered more recently in rabbit and tiger salamander by using

a similar stimulus with a single central patch and a jittering background grating

(Ölveczky et al., 2003). They are called object-motion-sensitive (OMS) cells due

to their preferences for local di�erential motion as induced by moving objects on

a moving or static background.

Furthermore, I found a subgroup of DS cells with a strong preference for di�erential

motion (Fig. 4.1, right). These cells were robustly directionally tuned to drifting

gratings but had a much lower �ring rate than the direction-selective cells dis-

cussed before (Fig. 4.1a-b). Due to their object-motion-sensitivity, I named them

OMS-DS cells. To distinguish DS cells which were not object-motion-sensitive

and OMS cells which were not direction-selective from the OMS-DS cells, I will in

the following refer to them as standard DS and standard OMS cells, respectively.

Standard DS, standard OMS and OMS-DS cells had in common that they re-

sponded only to the dark bars of the drifting gratings (Fig. 4.1, top) and therefore

might be OFF cells, i.e., cell which respond to a darkening within their receptive

�eld center.

To investigate the properties of the three motion-speci�c response types, I deter-

mined direction-selective and object-motion-sensitive cells by using relative rate

measures, the direction-selectivity index (DSI) and the object-motion-sensitivity

index (OMSI), respectively (Fig. 4.2). For the DSI, I calculated the absolute vector

sum of the directional tuning from the drifting gratings (Fig. 4.1b) and normalized

by the sum of the mean �ring rates (Eq. 3.1). This direction-selectivity measure

considered the entire directional tuning curve of a cell, hence, it is more robust

against �ring rate �uctuations along the preferred-null direction axis and better

suitable for slightly skewed tuning curves. Cells with a DSI close to zero responded
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Figure 4.1 Responses of a standard DS (left), a standard OMS (middle) and
an OMS-DS cell (right) to drifting gratings and patches of jittering gratings. a
Raster plots of elicited spikes during �ve trials of a drifting gratings sequence with eight
directions (red arrows). Gray bars indicate when a dark region covered the receptive �eld
center of the cell. Inset: illustration of stimulus with receptive �elds of standard DS
(magenta), standard OMS (blue) and OMS-DS cell (green). b Polar plots of the mean
�ring rates (in Hz) in response to the eight drift directions. Arrow indicates preferred
direction according to the vector sum of the eight mean �ring rate vectors, length was
divided by 2 for better display. Standard DS (left) and OMS-DS cell (right) show a clear
directional preference. c Raster plots of elicited spikes during seven identical trials of
patches of jittering gratings alternating between di�erential and coherent motion mode,
stimulus shown in inset. Standard OMS (middle) and OMS-DS cell (right) responded
with much fewer spikes to coherent motion than to di�erential motion while the standard
DS cell responded equally well to both motion conditions.
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Figure 4.2 Classi�cation of standard DS (magenta), standard OMS (blue) and
OMS-DS cells (green). a Distribution of the direction-selectivity index (DSI) (Eq. 3.1).
Cells with a DSI above 0.3 are classi�ed as direction-selective (DS) cells. b Bimodal
distribution of the object-motion-sensitivity index (OMSI) (Eq. 3.2). Cells with a positive
OMSI respond better to di�erential motion while cells with a negative OMSI respond
better to coherent motion. Cells with an OMSI above 0.7 are classi�ed as object-motion-
sensitive (OMS) cells. The OMSI threshold splits the distribution of DS cells into two
groups, the standard DS cells and the OMS-DS cells. c Proportion of standard DS,
standard OMS and OMS-DS from 30 retinas and 4126 recorded cells. Unspeci�ed cells
are marked in gray.

equally well to each direction and did not show any directional preferences while

cells with a DSI close to 1 would show almost perfect direction-selectivity where

the cell would mainly respond to one of the eight directions. Most of the gan-

glion cells in the salamander retina were not direction-selective (Fig. 4.2a). Only

cells with a DSI above 0.3 and a mean �ring rate above 1 Hz, to exclude poorly

responding cells, were considered as direction-selective cells. They showed strong

and robust directional preferences.

For the OMSI, the mean �ring rate in response to the coherent motion of the

jittering patches was subtracted from the mean response rate to the di�erential

motion and then normalized by their sum (Eq. 3.2). A positive OMSI close to 1

signi�es strong sensitivity to di�erential or object motion and a negative OMSI

close to −1 signi�es a strong sensitivity to coherent global motion. The obtained

distribution of the OMSI from 30 experiments is visibly right-shifted with a median

markedly above zero (Fig. 4.2b). This signi�es that the average cell had a prefer-

ence for di�erential motion. The two peaks of the bimodal distribution strongly

overlap which makes a clear separation of OMS and non-OMS cells di�cult. By

applying a 2-component Gaussian mixture model, a threshold around 0.8 could

be estimated above which cells would be considered as OMS cells. However, I

decided on a rather low threshold of 0.7 to include as many putative OMS cells

as possible for later analysis and accepting the chance of false positives. Never-
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theless, above this threshold all cells showed strong object-motion-sensitivity by

visual inspection.

The intersection of the thus identi�ed OMS and DS cells were the OMS-DS cells.

They showed direction selectivity with a DSI larger than 0.3 and object-motion-

sensitivity with an OMSI larger than 0.7. They made up only 2% of the recorded

cell population, while there were 6% of standard DS and 23% of standard OMS

cells (Fig. 4.2c).

One could ask now if standard DS and OMS-DS cells actually belong to the same

group of cells with small variations in their responses to coherent global motion or

if they could belong to distinct cell types, with di�erent morphology and function,

encoding speci�c features of a visual scene.

4.2 Receptive field properties

Di�erent cell types often show distinctive spatio-temporal dynamics. With a

spatio-temporal white noise stimulus a cell's area of spatial integration, the re-

ceptive �eld (RF), and dynamics of temporal integration can be determined by

reversely correlating stimulus and response (see Sect. 3.2 for details). These

properties can be indicators of the cells' morphology and function. For example,

the receptive �eld size is usually strongly correlated with the size of the cell's

dendritic �eld (Yang and Masland, 1994). Furthermore, the temporal dynamics

indicate the characteristic temporal frequency range that a cell can encode. Cells

with fast temporal dynamics can encode higher temporal frequencies.

The example in �gure 4.3a shows the receptive �eld contours of standard DS

(magenta), standard OMS (blue) and OMS-DS cells (green) within a small retinal

patch where standard DS cells had much larger receptive �elds than standard OMS

and OMS-DS cells. The contours were obtained from a two-dimensional Gaussian

�t of the spatial component of the spatio-temporal STA at 1.5 standard deviations

(Sect. 3.2). In the pooled data from 16 retinas (Fig. 4.3c), standard OMS and

OMS-DS cells were among the smallest, with receptive �eld diameters around

290 ± 80µm. Standard DS cells had very large receptive �elds (390 ± 90µm)

which would allow them to integrate motion within a large area and might be

useful for capturing information about global background motion. Small receptive

�elds, as of the standard OMS and OMS-DS cells observed here, usually result

in a higher density of cells of the same type which would provide a higher spatial

resolution and might be important for detecting small moving objects.

To characterize the temporal integration of the cells, one usually considers the

timing of the �rst peak of the temporal �lters (Fig. 4.3b), the �rst peak latency.
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Figure 4.3 OMS-DS cells have small receptive �elds like OMS cells and long
response latencies as standard DS cells. a-b Receptive �eld contours (a) and temporal
�lters (b) of standard DS (magenta), OMS (blue) and OMS-DS cells (green) from a
single retina. A negative de�ection of the temporal �lter signi�es an average darkening
of the screen before spiking. c-d Box plots of receptive �eld diameters (c) and �rst peak
latencies (d) of 134 standard DS (magenta), 186 OMS (blue), 18 OMS-DS (green) and
852 unspeci�ed cells (gray) from 16 experiments. Upper and lower box edges indicate
interquartile range (IQR) between the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Central
box line indicates the median. Whiskers are extended to the most extreme values which
are within 1.5 · IQR from the edges of the box, outliers are marked with bullets. Gray bar
in the background indicates population IQR with population median (dashed line). c RF
diameters of standard OMS and OMS-DS cells were not signi�cantly di�erent from each
other (n.s.) but signi�cantly di�erent from RF diameters of standard DS cells (p < 0.005).
d First peak latencies of standard DS and OMS-DS cells were signi�cantly slower than
latencies of OMS cells (p < 0.01). Standard DS and OMS-DS cells had similar �rst peak
latencies (n.s.).
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This measure provides an estimate for how fast the cells respond to contrast

changes. Standard DS and OMS-DS cells were signi�cantly slower with �rst peak

latencies of 114± 27 ms and 112± 41 ms, respectively, than standard OMS cells

(87± 27 ms). Though, all three cell types were signi�cantly slower than the pop-

ulation average (Fig. 4.3d). The sign of the �lter peaks (Fig. 4.3b) suggests that

all three cell types responded to changes from bright to dark contrast within their

receptive �eld center and could therefore be OFF types as indicated in the re-

sponses to the drifting gratings before (Sect. 4.1a).
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Figure 4.4 Standard DS and OMS-DS cells are OFF-cells throughout photopic
and high mesopic light levels, DS and OMS properties did not change. a Distri-
bution of the On-o� index at 6.33mW/m2 mean irradiance. b Responses of a standard
DS and an OMS-DS cell to 40% contrast steps from a mean luminance background at
di�erent light levels (mean irradiance 0.63mW/m2− 6.33mW/m2). c-d Distributions of
DSI and OMSI do not change signi�cantly between low photopic (c) and high mesopic
light levels (d).

As the direction-selective cells observed in mammals were usually ON or ON-OFF

type, I tested if standard DS and OMS-DS cells were true OFF cells by exam-

ining their responses to �ash stimuli. I used alternating �ashes of half a second

of 40% bright or dark contrast with 1.5 s periods of mean background illumina-

tion in between (Fig. 4.4a-b). I calculated an on-o� index by subtracting the

responses to dark contrast from the responses to the bright contrast �ashes and

normalizing by the total spike count. A negative index signi�ed an OFF preference
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while a positive index showed an ON preference. By this measure, standard DS

and OMS-DS cells were clearly OFF-cells as most cells in the salamander retina

(Fig. 4.4a). But responses to the bright contrast might also be suppressed at high

light levels. Therefore, I tested the �ash responses for several lower light levels,

starting from the usual low photopic range and going down to the high mesopic

range (Fig. 4.4b). Throughout light levels standard DS and OMS-DS cells only

responded to the dark contrast but with slightly changing spike patterns.

The distributions of the DSI and OMSI were also stable across di�erent light lev-

els (Fig. 4.4c-d). This demonstrates that direction-selectivity and object-motion-

sensitivity seem to be fairly robust properties of retinal ganglion cells in the sala-

mander, not depending on ambient light levels.

Standard OMS cells were more diverse in their responses to contrast �ashes

(Fig. 4.4a). Although most of them were OFF cells, the distribution of the on-o�

index indicated that they also comprised ON and ON-OFF types. Whether these

ON and ON-OFF types were subtypes of the standard OMS cells or whether they

were non-OMS cells which were erroneously classi�ed as standard OMS cells by

their high OMS index, still needs to be illuminated but will not be objective of this

work. In the following, I will focus on the properties of standard DS and OMS-

DS cells and will provide evidence that standard DS and OMS-DS cells could be

di�erent cell types.

4.3 Different systems of preferred directions

Standard DS and OMS-DS cells, both responded selectively to certain angles of

drifting motion but di�ered remarkably in other properties, as their responses to

global jittering motion and their receptive �eld sizes. Hence, they might encode

the motion direction of di�erent features within a visual scene as background

motion or moving objects, respectively. This might also be re�ected in the ar-

rangement of their preferred directions.

The preferred directions of standard DS and OMS-DS cells were not evenly dis-

tributed but formed discrete clusters (Fig. 4.5a). For standard DS cells, I found

three subtypes with distinctive preferred directions (Fig. 4.5a, upper). The pre-

ferred directions of di�erent subtypes were separated by 120◦, as indicated by the

distribution of the angular di�erences between pairs of standard DS cells (Fig. 4.5b,

upper). I also analyzed the distribution of the absolute preferred directions in re-

lation to the eye's position in the head by keeping track of the orientation of

the retina during preparation (see Sect. 3.1.2). The distribution of the preferred

directions from the properly aligned retinas showed that standard DS cells pre-
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Figure 4.5 Standard DS and OMS-DS cells show di�erent systems of preferred
directions. a Preferred directions of standard DS (upper) and OMS-DS cells (lower)
of a left eye retina. Di�erent colors signify di�erent subgroups. Dorsal (D), temporal
(T), ventral (V) and nasal direction (N) correspond to the projection onto the retina.
b Histograms of angular di�erences (∆φ = |φ1 − φ2|) between pairs of standard DS
(upper) and OMS-DS cells (lower) from same experiments. Gaussian-mixture models are
�tted to the mirrored distributions and peak at 0° and 120° and at 0°, 90° and 145° for
standard DS and OMS-DS cells, respectively. Data from 24 retinas with a total of 323
standard DS and 71 OMS-DS cells. c Polar distributions of preferred directions from
aligned retinas of 6 right and 5 left eyes. Standard DS cells (upper) show three subtypes
with temporal, nasal-dorsal and nasal-ventral preferred direction. The temporal direction
is most frequent. OMS-DS cells (lower) show at least two preferred directions, ventral and
temporal, separated by 90°. Most recorded OMS-DS cells preferred ventral direction. d
Lateral view of otic endocast of the left inner ear of Ambystoma mexicanum from Maddin
and Sherratt (2014), anterior (blue), horizontal (violet) and posterior (magenta) canals
highlighted.
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ferred motion into the temporal, nasal-dorsal or nasal-ventral direction with a bias

for cells encoding the temporal direction (Fig. 4.5c, upper). Note that motion

into the dorsal, ventral, temporal and nasal direction on the retina correspond to

downward, upward, anterior and posterior motion, respectively, of an object in

front of the eye. The observed preferred directions of standard DS cells co-align

with the three semi-circular canals of the vestibular system (Fig. 4.5d) which is

well-developed in most amphibians (Maddin and Sherratt, 2014).

OMS-DS cells clustered into at least three subtypes (Fig. 4.5a, lower). In dis-

tinction from standard DS cells, the preferred directions of OMS-DS cells were

separated by 90◦ and were aligned with the cardinal body axes (Fig. 4.5b-c, lower).

These directions correspond to the horizontal and vertical rotation axes, controlled

by the four extraocular recti eye muscles (Hilton, 1956). Many recorded OMS-DS

cells had a preference for the ventral direction and only some were found with

directional preferences for motion into the temporal or dorsal direction. The lack

of OMS-DS cells which preferred motion into the nasal direction might be caused

by the generally low number of OMS-DS cells in my recordings.

However, standard DS and OMS-DS cells showed clear di�erences in their systems

of preferred directions, indicating that they could be di�erent cell types.

4.3.1 Receptive field tiling

The receptive �elds of cells of the same cell type usually tile the visual �eld

like a mosaic since the cells' dendritic arbors usually avoid each other (Masland,

2012a). For direction-selective cells in the mammalian retina, each directional

subtype showed an independent tiling, leading to strong overlaps between cells of

di�erent preferred direction (Amthor and Oyster, 1995; Vaney et al., 2012).

In the salamander retina, the receptive �elds of the entire standard DS and OMS-

DS cell population were overlapping severely (Fig. 4.6a). Only when clustering the

cells by object-motion-sensitivity and their preferred directions, one could observe

that each subtype was reasonably tiling the recording area (Fig. 4.6b). For most

subtypes, the number of recorded cells was not su�cient to observe a complete

tiling but the clustering resolved crucial receptive �eld overlaps between cells of

di�erent subtypes (see color-coding in Fig. 4.6a). The population of standard DS

cells with preference for motion into the temporal direction seemed to be especially

complete.
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Figure 4.6 Receptive �elds of DS subtypes tile the retina. a Receptive �elds of DS
cells from a left eye retina clustered by preferred direction and object-motion-sensitivity.
Arrows indicate the preferred direction of each cell. Gray dashed lines mark the borders of
the MEA. Standard DS cells are clustered by their preferred direction: temporal (violet),
dorsal (blue), ventral (magenta). OMS-DS cells (green) show only one preferred direction
here. Within clusters are only minor overlaps. b Receptive �elds of all DS cells (see colors
above). Note the strong overlaps between receptive �elds of di�erent colors.

4.4 Looking behind the scenes

What is the underlying retinal circuitry leading to direction-selectivity and object-

motion-sensitivity in the salamander retina? And how could a retinal ganglion cell

be direction-selective and object-motion-sensitive at the same time? In mammals,

the direction-selectivity of ON and ON-OFF DS cells is mediated by direct gabaer-

gic inhibition from so-called starburst amacrine cells (Euler et al., 2002; Yonehara

et al., 2013). For object-motion-sensitivity, glycinergic inhibitory input from wide-

�eld amacrine cells has been proposed to mediate the object-motion-sensitvity of

OMS cells in the tiger salamander (Ölveczky et al., 2003; Baccus et al., 2008)

(Sect. 2.1). Here, I investigated if similar inhibitory mechanisms might be present

in the axolotl retina.

I blocked speci�c inhibitory pathways by applying bath solutions with di�erent

GABA and glycine receptor antagonists and compared the responses of the cells

to drifting gratings and patches of jittering gratings with the responses of the

control experiments (before applying the antagonists) (Sect. 3.1.3).

A 20µM strychnine solution aimed at blocking glycine receptors. In the sala-

mander retina, the neurotransmitter glycine is usually released from wide-�eld

amacrine cells (Yang et al., 1991). When observing the responses of a standard

DS cell to drifting gratings (Fig. 4.7a), the application of strychnine had no e�ect

on the direction-selectivity of the cell. Only the overall �ring rates were lower. On
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Figure 4.7 GABAa/c antagonist picrotoxin suppressed direction-selectivity of
DS cells while glycine antagonist strychnine did not. a-b Responses of two standard
DS cells from di�erent experiments to drifting gratings before (left), during (middle) and
after (right) application of a 20µM strychnine (a) and a 130µM picrotoxin bath (b), re-
spectively. Red arrows indicate the eight directions of the drifting gratings. Corresponding
polar plots of the mean �ring rates are shown below each raster plot. Insets show recep-
tive �elds of the standard DS cells (red ellipses) in relation to the multielectrode array
(dashed lines). a Strychnine did not a�ect directional tuning of a standard DS cell, only
the overall �ring rate was reduced (central polar plot). b Directional tuning of a standard
DS cell (left) was lost during application of picrotoxin (middle). After wash-out (right),
directional tuning slightly recovered (polar plot).
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the other hand, the application of a solution with 130µM picrotoxin, a GABAa/c

receptor antagonist, led to a high response rate to all the directions of the drifting

gratings, corresponding to a loss of the cell's direction-selectivity (Fig. 4.7b).

To study the inhibitory mechanisms involved in the computation of object-motion-

sensitivity, I �rst reproduced the paradigm of a former pharmacological study in

tiger salamander (Ölveczky et al., 2003) to test if my stimulus with patches of

jittering gratings would allow the same conclusions. I used a single patch with a

jittering grating on a jittering background grating (inset Fig. 4.8a). The trajec-

tories of patch and background were independent of each other and the radius of

the patch was altered. For a standard OMS cell with receptive �eld located in

the patch center, the �ring rate in the control experiment drastically decreased

with increasing patch radius (Fig. 4.8a). When applying the strychnine solution,

the �ring rate decreased less strongly and saturated at half of the maximum �ring

rate. This is equivalent to what has been observed in the previous study (Ölveczky

et al., 2003).

When now observing the responses of the same standard OMS cell to the patches

of di�erentially or coherently jittering gratings which I normally use for classifying

the retinal ganglion cells, the e�ect of strychnine was more apparent (Fig. 4.8b).

Here, the strong response to the coherently jittering gratings when strychnine was

applied, can be observed easily. The response rates of the di�erential and coherent

motion regimes resembled the peak and minimum �ring rates in response to the

single patch of increasing size, respectively. Using several patches with jittering

gratings had the advantage that the whole population of recorded cells could be

taken into account and not only the cells in the center of the single patch. There-

fore, I proceeded with the patches of di�erentially or coherently jittering gratings

to study the e�ects of GABAa and GABAa/c receptor blockers, gabazine and

picrotoxin, respectively.

The contribution of GABA-mediated inhibition to the computation of object-

motion-sensitivity has not been studied before. Here, I found that both GABA

antagonists had a strong e�ect on the object-motion-sensitivity of the standard

OMS cells (Fig. 4.8c-d). It should be mentioned that for either of the three antag-

onists not only the responses to coherent motion increased but also the responses

to di�erential motion were stronger during drug application.

The e�ect of glycine and GABA antagonists on the direction-selectivity and object-

motion-sensitivity of the whole population can be best observed by comparing

the cells' DS and OMS index, respectively, before and during drug application

(Fig. 4.9). The direction-selectivity of both, standard DS and OMS-DS cells,

was not a�ected by strychnine, as their DS indexes did not decrease (Fig. 4.9a,
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Figure 4.8 Glycine and GABAa/c antagonists reduced object-motion-sensitivity
of standard OMS cells. a Normalized �ring rates of an OMS cell in response to a circular
patch of varying size with jittering gratings (inset) before (left), during (middle) and after
application of a 20µM strychnine bath solution (right). A background grating jittered
with a di�erent trajectory, similar to Ölveczky et al. The red circle marks the cell's
position. Mean �ring rates from three identical trials were normalized by the maximum
�ring rate and plotted against the patch radius, error bars show the standard deviation.
Control shows rapidly decreasing �ring rates with increasing size of the patch. During
strychnine application, the �ring rate saturated at half of the maximum �ring rate. After
wash-out, the �ring rate decreased fast again. b-d Responses of three OMS cells to
patches of jittering gratings before (left), during (middle) and after (right) application of
a 20µM strychnine (b), 130µM picrotoxin (c) and a 10µM gabazine bath solution (d),
respectively. In the control, the cells barely responded to the coherent motion but during
drug application they responded equally well to coherent and di�erential motion for either
drug. After wash-out, the object-motion-sensitivity recovered. Cell in (b) was the same
as in (a). 58
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Figure 4.9 Drug-induced changes of the DS and OMS index. a Scatter plots and
histograms of the DS index of standard DS (magenta), OMS (blue), OMS-DS (green)
and unspeci�ed cells (gray). DS indices during drug application were plotted against the
control. Strychnine (upper) did not a�ect direction-selectivity. Picrotoxin (middle) and
gabazine (lower) diminished direction-selectivity of standard DS and OMS-DS cells sig-
ni�cantly. Black crosses in top and middle panel mark the standard DS cells in �gure 4.7.
b Scatter plots and histograms of the OMS index. OMS indices during drug application
were plotted against the control. For strychnine, picrotoxin and gabazine, the object-
motion-sensitivity decreased signi�cantly during drug application (Wilcoxon signed-rank:
p < 0.001, Kolmogorov-Smirnov: p < 0.001). Gray crosses mark the OMS cells from
�gure 4.8. Data from three retinas per drug.
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top). On the other hand, the application of either GABA antagonist reduced the

DS index of standard DS and OMS-DS cells signi�cantly (Fig. 4.9a, middle and

bottom). The reduction of direction-selectivity by GABA antagonists has also

been observed in the mammalian retina (Wyatt and Daw, 1976; Caldwell et al.,

1978). There, the cholinergic starburst amacrine cells mediate direction-selectivity

via gabaergic inhibition (Briggman et al., 2011; Vaney et al., 2012). Cholinergic

amacrine cells were also found in the salamander retina (Zhang and Wu, 2001;

Cimini et al., 2008) and might therefore be part of the mechanisms leading to

direction-selectivity in the salamander retina.

From the e�ect of glycine and GABA antagonists on the OMS index of the whole

population one can observe that all applied antagonists signi�cantly diminished

the object-motion-sensitivity of standard OMS and OMS-DS cells (Fig. 4.9b).

But also cells with weak preference for object motion got reduced in their object-

motion-sensitivity. The e�ect of GABA antagonists was even more pronounced

than of the glycine antagonist. This observation raises the question how gabaer-

gic inhibition could be involved into the computation of object-motion-sensitivity.

Hitherto, only glycinergic wide-�eld amacrine cells have been considered to con-

tribute to the underlying circuitry (Ölveczky et al., 2003; Baccus et al., 2008).

Here, I have shown that OMS cells might also receive direct or indirect inhibi-

tion from gabaergic amacrine cells. An asymmetric gabaergic input could thereby

result in the observed direction-selectivity of OMS-DS cells.

4.5 Responses to more complex motion stimuli

The previous observations suggest that standard DS and OMS-DS cells might be

di�erent cell types. They showed distinct responses to coherent global motion,

signi�cantly di�erent receptive �eld sizes and systems of preferred directions. The

receptive �elds of standard DS cells showed strong overlaps with the receptive

�elds of OMS-DS cells while within clusters of similar preferred directions, the

receptive �elds of standard DS and OMS-DS cells showed independent tilings of

the visual �eld.

Standard DS cells might be important for encoding the direction of global back-

ground motion, since they responded well to coherent global motion and had large

receptive �elds. On the other hand, OMS-DS cells preferentially responded to dif-

ferential motion but not to coherent global motion and had small receptive �elds.

They might play a role in encoding the direction of small moving objects.

I tested this hypothesis by using more complex motion scenarios with stimuli fea-

turing either small moving objects or local and global motion components. Drifting
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Figure 4.10 Standard DS and OMS-DS cells respond di�erently to stimuli with
global and local motion features. a Responses of two standard DS cells (middle) and
two OMS-DS cells (bottom) to patches of di�erentially and coherently jittering gratings
to show degree of object-motion-sensitivity. b-d Polar plots of mean �ring rates of same
cells in response to drifting gratings (b), drifting spots (c) and drifting plaids (d) in eight
directions. Arrows point into the respective preferred directions. DSI values indicate the
degree of direction-selectivity for each stimulus. b In response to drifting spots, standard
DS and OMS-DS cells kept their preferred directions compared to drifting gratings. d
top Drifting plaids with individual bars moving in a ±60◦ angle of the pattern direction.
Cyan arrows indicate direction and velocity of the bars, red arrow of the pattern. below
Mean �ring rates in response to drifting plaids were plotted against motion direction
of the pattern. Cyan and red dashed lines indicate tuning predictions for a cell with a
drifting gratings tuning as in (b) that would exclusively respond to either the component
or pattern motion direction, respectively. DSIc is the DSI of the component prediction.
DSI of pattern prediction corresponds to DSI in (b).
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spots (Fig. 4.10c, top) aimed at testing the direction-selectivity of standard DS

and OMS-DS cells for small moving objects. Especially OMS-DS cells should be

well directionally tuned to the drifting spots if they are important for encoding

of the direction of small moving objects. In �gure 4.10c, one can observe that

standard DS and OMS-DS cells were both well directionally tuned for the drifting

spots. Both kept their preferred directions and tuning strengths compared to the

drifting gratings (Fig. 4.10b). Only the overall �ring rates were reduced due to

the lower density of dark regions in the drifting spots stimulus compared to the

drifting gratings. Since standard DS and OMS-DS cells are both OFF-type cells,

their responses are triggered by regions of dark contrast.

Drifting plaids, known from psychophysics experiments and physiology in the visual

cortex (Movshon et al., 1985; Stoner and Albright, 1993; Castelo-Branco et al.,

2002), feature local di�erential motion of the individual components and global

motion of the plaid pattern, resulting from the overlaid components (Fig. 4.10d,

top). The components were dark bars drifting into two di�erent directions, sepa-

rated by 120◦ (cyan arrows). The motion directions of the individual components

were then chosen in a way that the motion direction of the overlaid pattern would

be aligned with the motion directions of the drifting gratings stimulus (Fig. 4.10b,

d, red arrows).

For this stimulus, most standard DS cells showed a directional tuning which was

similar to their drifting gratings tunings (Fig. 4.10b). Two example cells are shown

in �gure 4.10, middle. There, the tuning shapes were only slightly a�ected by the

motion of the individual components.

On the contrary, I found several OMS-DS cells which showed a directional tuning

with two peaks in response to the drifting plaids (Fig. 4.10d, bottom). Those

OMS-DS cells responded better to plaid motion into directions that were ±45◦

shifted from their preferred directions. For plaid motion into these directions, one

of the components would approximately move into the preferred direction of the

cell. This probably indicates that the cells were stronger driven by the local motion

of the bar sections.

In order to estimate, whether standard DS and OMS-DS cells were stronger driven

by the motion direction of the global pattern or the local bar sections, I calculated

tuning predictions from the assumption that cells would exclusively respond to

either the pattern motion direction (pattern prediction) or the motion direction

of the bars (component prediction) (Movshon et al., 1985). The pattern predic-

tion was equal to the tuning obtained from the drifting gratings (Fig. 4.10d, red

dashed lines). The component prediction was the sum of the ±60◦ shifted drifting

gratings tunings, with the baseline �ring rate subtracted (Fig. 4.10d, cyan dashed
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Figure 4.11 Component-sensitive cells were signi�cantly more object-motion-
sensitive than pattern-sensitive cells. a-b Scatter plots of partial correlation coe�-
cients (a), Rp and Rc, of standard DS (magenta) and OMS-DS cells (green) and their
Fisher-transformations (b), Zp and Zc, respectively. Dashed lines mark the 95% con-
�dence intervals of the Fisher-transformed correlation coe�cients which de�ned signi�-
cantly component- and signi�cantly pattern-sensitive cells. c Box plots of the OMS index
of 15 signi�cantly component- and 30 signi�cantly pattern-sensitive DS cells. Data from
6 retinas with 115 DS cells. Dashed line marks the threshold above which cells were
considered OMS.

lines).

Then, I determined whether the plaid tunings were closer to the pattern or com-

ponent predictions by calculating the partial correlation coe�cients between plaid

tuning and pattern prediction Rp, and plaid tuning and component prediction

Rc (Movshon et al., 1985). The partial correlation coe�cients, Rp and Rc, were

independent of each other by removing the correlations between pattern and com-

ponent prediction. The Fisher transformation of the correlation coe�cients pro-

vided a normal-like distribution of the data points (see Sect. 3.4 for details). This

allowed to determine con�dence intervals above which cells were considered sig-

ni�cantly pattern- or component-sensitive (dashed lines in Fig. 4.11a-b).

In a typical data set, the partial correlation coe�cients of standard DS and OMS-

DS cells were widely scattered (Fig. 4.11a). There, standard DS cells did not

clearly fall into one group of pattern- or component-sensitive cells. Instead,

some of them were signi�cantly pattern-sensitive while others were signi�cantly

component-sensitive. Also OMS-DS cells were not clearly object-motion-sensitive

(Fig. 4.11a-b). Many standard DS and OMS-DS cells fell into the group of nei-

ther signi�cantly pattern- nor component-sensitive cells. This might be caused by

the broad directional tunings of standard DS and OMS-DS cells for the drifting

gratings stimulus (Fig. 4.10b). It would lead to a di�use component prediction

where the two �ring rate peaks that were observed in the tunings of OMS-DS
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cells would become washed out (Fig. 4.10d, cyan dashed lines).

Therefore, I only took signi�cantly pattern- and component-sensitive cells for pop-

ulation analysis and compared the distributions of their OMS indices (Fig. 4.11c).

It turned out that the OMS indices of component-sensitive cells were signi�cantly

higher than the OMS indices of pattern-sensitive cells, though, the median OMS

index of the component-sensitive cells was below the threshold above which cells

were considered OMS. Nevertheless, object-motion-sensitivity and component-

sensitivity seem to be positively correlated.
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Direction-selective ganglion cells are known to preferably respond to certain angles

of drifting motion and to be suppressed for motion into the opposite direction. This

response asymmetry to uniform motion has been extensively studied with drifting

gratings stimuli during the past decades (Lettvin et al., 1959; Barlow and Hill,

1963; Vaney et al., 2001; Fiscella et al., 2015; Franke et al., 2016). But motion

is seldom uniform under natural viewing conditions. Head and eye movements

cause irregular shifts of the image that is projected onto our retinas. This apparent

motion of the image on our retinas is known as retinal slip. In mammals, it is widely

suspected that direction-selective ganglion cells with large receptive �elds, namely

the ON DS cells, contribute information about the retinal slip to downstream brain

areas (Vaney et al., 2001; Engbert and Mergenthaler, 2006; Martinez-Conde and

Macknik, 2008; Dhande et al., 2013). Here, I investigated how direction-selective

ganglion cells in the salamander encoded motion direction in a spatio-temporally

rich stimulus with highly irregular motion trajectories. Thereby, I focused on the

linear readout of single DS cell responses and population responses of di�erent

subpopulations of DS cells and how well a random motion trajectory could be

reconstructed from this readout.

5.1 Direction-selective responses to random motion

I used a correlated noise texture following a 2-dimensional random walk (Fig. 5.1a,

inset, for details see Sect. 3.5) to stimulate the retinal ganglion cells. The texture

was shifted with a frequency of 30 Hz with independently Gaussian-distributed mo-

tion steps. This allowed to calculate a spike-triggered average (STA) from a cell's

response to the motion steps (Chichilnisky, 2001). Motion in x- and y-direction

was independent of each other and STAs could be calculated independently for
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Trajectory encoding by populations of direction-selective cells

either direction.

For the classi�ed standard DS cells, the STAs of the motion in x- and y-direction

showed pronounced peaks (Fig. 5.1b). For example, the standard DS cell in �g-

ure 5.1b showed a negative peak of the �lter in x-direction. This represents an

average stimulus motion to the left before the cell spiked. The positive peak of the

�lter in y-direction corresponds to an average upward motion right before spiking.

Hence, the STA which was obtained from the random motion stimulus captured

the directional preferences of the standard DS cell (Fig. 5.1b, inset). This means

that standard DS cells responded in a direction-selective fashion to the random

motion with similar directional preferences as for uniform image motion.

OMS-DS cells did not respond well to the global motion of the texture and had

very noisy STAs with low peaks (data not shown).
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Figure 5.1 Background trajectory encoding of a direction-selective cell. a
Schematics of the calculation of the spike-triggered average of motion into the x-direction.
Motion steps into x- and y-direction are independent and Gaussian-distributed. b Spike-
triggered averages of motion into the x- and y-direction of a standard DS cell. Inset:
Directional tuning from drifting gratings, black arrow indicates preferred direction of the
cell, red trace shows the �lters of x- and y-direction in phase space.

5.2 Linear decoding of random motion trajectories

Individual standard DS cells responded in a direction-selective fashion to the ran-

dom motion. But when trying to reconstruct the motion trajectory from the

responses of the standard DS cell in �gure 5.1b by using the linear motion �lters

(STAs), the performance was very poor (Fig. 5.2a). The linear readout of the

cell responses could capture some low-frequency features of the random motion

trajectory (compare solid red and black lines). Especially, upward motion was

well captured in the reconstruction of the y-direction. This corresponds to the

directional preference of the observed standard DS cell (cf. Fig 5.1b). The recon-
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struction of the motion trajectory was �at when the cell did not respond to the

stimulus for an extended time period.
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of random motion reconstructions from single cell and
population responses. a-b Reconstruction of motion trajectory in y-direction from the
responses of the standard DS cell in �gure 5.1b (a) and the correlated responses of 25
standard DS cells (b). Stimulus is shown in time-bin discretized motion steps (gray thin
line). Stimulus was smoothed with Gaussian kernel (red thick line) to optimize correlations
between stimulus and reconstruction (black thick line). Correlation coe�cients between
stimulus and reconstruction, and smoothed stimulus and reconstruction are given by rsu
and rs′u, respectively. Vertical bars indicate cell responses to the stimulation. Summed
�ring rates of the population in (b) are shown in gray.

To overcome the de�ciencies of a single-cell's encoding, like poor encoding of the

DS cell's null direction or extended periods where the cell did not respond, down-

stream neurons might pool from several direction-selective ganglion cells. The

decoding of a random motion trajectory from the responses of a population of

DS ganglion cells would provide a more accurate picture of the motion trajectory.

I assumed the downstream neuron to be a simple linear decoder, integrating the

multiple neural inputs in a linear fashion. Therefore, I used a linear multi-cell

decoder as introduced by Warland et al. (1997) to calculate reconstructions of the

motion trajectory from the population responses (Sect. 3.5.2).

In a �rst step, the reverse correlations of stimulus and population responses were

calculated from the �rst 28 min of a 40 min stimulation, where pair response cor-

relations within a time window of 800 ms were taken into account (Eq. 3.7). The

obtained �lters in the x- and y-direction were independent of each other. Then, a

stimulus reconstruction was calculated from the population responses to the last

12 min of the stimulus by using the linear �lters obtained from the �rst 28 min of

the stimulus. This aimed at cross-validating the �delity of the linear readout.

The reconstruction from the correlated responses of 25 DS cells using the linear

multi-cell decoder, showed much higher correlations between stimulus and recon-

struction than for a single standard DS cell (Fig. 5.2a-b). The DS cell population

could encode several high- and low-frequency features of the trajectory which a
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Trajectory encoding by populations of direction-selective cells

single cell could not. Furthermore, the population showed highly correlated re-

sponses to certain stimulus features which might lead to a better reconstruction

of these stimulus segments with higher precision.

To estimate how much information the linear readout of the population responses

provided about the motion trajectory of the stimulus, I calculated the mutual infor-

mation between stimulus and reconstruction (see Sect. 3.5.3 for details). Then, I

compared the obtained information estimate with the total information one would

obtain by assuming all cells were independent motion encoders.
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Figure 5.3 Background and object trajectory decoding of a population of
direction-selective cells. Information rates of linear decoding from combined responses
of n DS cells (gray crosses) compared to the summed information rates from individual cell
responses (dashed lines). Error bars indicate standard deviation over all possible cell com-
binations. a-b Linear trajectory decoding of pure background motion (a) or pure object
motion (b). Background trajectory decoding shows weak synergy while object trajectory
decoding is redundant for larger numbers of cells, i.e., information rates from combined
responses are higher or lower than summed single-cell information rates, respectively. c-d
Linear decoding of background (c) and object motion trajectories (d) from the responses
to the moving object superimposed on the moving background (inset). Both show re-
dundancy for larger number of cells. Green crosses in (b) and (d) show information rates
from OMS-DS cell populations.

For a population of 25 DS cells, I calculated the information rates for di�erent
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population sizes starting with subpopulations containing one cell, up to the full

population of 25 DS cells. For each population size, I averaged over all possible

subpopulations (Fig. 5.3a). Then, I compared the mutual information between

stimulus and reconstruction from the correlated cell responses (gray crosses) with

the summed information from the single-cell reconstructions (black dashed lines).

The summed information from the single-cell reconstructions corresponds to the

information that would be obtained from independent encoders.

For larger population sizes, the information rates were slightly higher when re-

sponse correlations within the DS cell population were taken into account than if

the cell responses were assumed independent of each other. This means that the

response correlations within the DS cell population allowed a better reconstruction

of the motion trajectory. The e�ect that the cooperative spiking of a population

of neurons provided more information than the sum of information rates obtained

from independently spiking neurons, is called synergy. Hence, response correla-

tions seem to be important for the encoding of the motion trajectory.

OMS-DS cells did not contribute much to the population trajectory decoding of

the jittering background motion since they did not respond well to the global

stimulation. Therefore, I also applied local motion and di�erential motion stim-

uli. The local motion stimulus was used to investigate if DS cell populations,

in particular OMS-DS cells, encoded jittering object motion. Another stimulus,

featuring di�erential motion of object and background, was applied to observe

if the trajectory of a moving object and the background could be independently

extracted.

5.2.1 Object versus background motion decoding

Apart from the moving noise background (Fig. 5.3a, inset), I used an object

composed of seven dark spots in an hexagonal arrangement moving on a mean

luminance background (Fig. 5.3b, inset). This stimulus aimed at investigating

the decoding of object motion trajectories from the responses of standard DS and

OMS-DS cells. I also used a stimulus with the object moving on top of the mov-

ing background (Fig. 5.3c-d, inset) to investigate if background and object motion

were encoded at the same time and if information about either motion trajectory

could be extracted from the population code. The trajectories of object and

background were independent of each other. They both followed a 2-dimensional

random walk while for the object motion a small reset force was implemented

in order to keep the object in the region of the recording area (see Eq. 3.5 in

Sect. 3.5).

Figure 5.3b shows the average mutual information between the object motion
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trajectory and its reconstruction from DS cell population responses (gray crosses)

and the summed information rates of reconstructions from the single-cell responses

(black dashed line). The information rates obtained from the decoding of indepen-

dent DS cells were higher than the information rates obtained from the decoding

of the correlated population responses. This means that the response correlations

which were induced by the object motion led to redundancies in the linear decod-

ing of the population code. Interestingly, the object trajectory could not be well

reconstructed from OMS-DS cell responses (Fig. 5.3b and d, green crosses). The

OMS-DS cells did in general not respond well to the random background or object

motion.

Although the object motion decoding from the entire DS cell population responses

showed redundancies, the linear reconstruction of the object motion trajectory

was in general better than the reconstruction of the background motion trajec-

tory (Fig. 5.3a-b). Especially, when object and background were presented at the

same time, the motion trajectory of the object was much better decoded than

the trajectory of the background, e.i., the mutual information between stimulus

and reconstruction was higher for the object motion (Fig. 5.3c-d). The trajectory

of the background motion could not be well reconstructed when the object was

moving on top. Since �ring rates in response to the jittering background were

in general quite low, the high contrast of the dark spots compared to the back-

ground might cause the DS ganglion cells to respond better (with higher �ring

rates) to the object motion and reduce their responses to the background motion

(maybe caused by adaptation). This would then allow a better reconstruction

of the object's trajectory than of the background trajectory. Furthermore, the

object's motion trajectory contained weak temporal correlations from the imple-

mented reset force which might allow a better stimulus reconstruction.

Nevertheless, the reconstruction of the object motion trajectory was also a�ected

by the background motion. Without background motion, the mutual information

between object trajectory and its reconstruction was much higher than when ob-

ject and background were both moving (cf. Fig. 5.3b and d). This means that the

decoding of the object motion trajectory was more faithful when the background

was static.

Synergy was only observed in the linear population decoding of the background

motion trajectory when no object was present (Fig. 5.3a). But the e�ect was very

weak and not signi�cant when all DS cells were taken into account. The bene�ts

of response correlations for the trajectory decoding might be washed out by aver-

aging information rates from the whole DS cell population where cells which did

not respond well to the stimulus, like OMS-DS cells, were also taken into account.
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Linear decoding of random motion trajectories

In the following, I will further examine the synergy in the decoding of background

motion and focus on di�erent subpopulations of standard DS and OMS-DS cells

with either same or di�erent preferred directions.

5.2.2 Background motion encoding of subpopulations with
similar and different preferred directions

In the salamander retina, I found two types of direction-selective ganglion cells,

standard DS and OMS-DS cells. Standard DS cells responded well to global coher-

ent motion while OMS-DS cells did not. Therefore, I �rst separated the standard

DS and OMS-DS cells into di�erent subpopulations. Standard DS cells split up

into three subtypes where each subtype had a di�erent preferred direction. I fur-

ther divided the standard DS cell subpopulation into three groups according to

their directional preferences. Each of the four subpopulations showed an indepen-

dent tiling of their receptive �elds (Fig. 5.4c).

The OMS-DS cells provided very little information about the background motion

trajectory (Fig. 5.4a, green circles) since they only responded weakly to the global

motion stimulus. The subpopulations of standard DS cells with either temporal

or nasal-dorsal preferred directions provided signi�cantly more information about

the background motion trajectory (Fig. 5.4a, purple and blue circles). But the

summed information rates from the single-cell reconstructions (dashed lines) were

much higher than the information rates from the population reconstructions (cir-

cles). This means that the background motion decoding from standard DS cells

with the same preferred directions was highly redundant. This can also be well

observed in �gure 5.4b where I normalized the mutual information between stimu-

lus and reconstruction from the population responses by the summed information

rates from single-cell reconstructions, for every cell combination.

Since synergy could not be observed in the population decoding of OMS-DS cell

responses or in subpopulations of standard DS cells with the same preferred direc-

tion, I investigated the trajectory decoding from standard DS cell subpopulations

with mixed preferred directions.

For calculating the information averages for standard DS cells with mixed preferred

directions (Fig. 5.4a, orange triangles), I only included cell combinations which

had the least number of repeated preferred directions. For example, for stimulus

reconstructions from four standard DS cells, the subpopulations contained three

cells with di�erent preferred directions plus one cell with a repeated preferred di-

rection. This ensured a maximum mixture of preferred directions. For these cell

combinations, the information rates from the correlated responses were signi�-

cantly higher than the summed single-cell information rates, showing the synergy
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Figure 5.4 Background trajectory decoding of subpopulations of direction-
selective cells. a-b Linear trajectory decoding of pure background motion by di�erent
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dorsal (blue) and nasal-ventral (magenta) preferred direction. Group with mixed directions
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rates (IRs) of combined responses (symbols) and summed single-cell IRs (dashed lines).
Only for mixed directions, b Ratios between IRs from combined responses and summed
single-cell IRs. Arrows point to combinations with highest diversity of preferred direc-
tions. c Receptive �elds of the observed DS cell population and directional tunings of
cells with best trajectory decoding. d Linear decoding of three cells with mixed preferred
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min. Summed single-cell information rates (dashed line) are compared with information
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of the response correlations for the linear trajectory decoding. Especially, the nor-

malized information rates in �gure 5.4b show pronounced peaks for combinations

of three and six standard DS cells with mixed preferred directions, indicating that

synergy was highest when all three directions were equally represented.

But where does the synergy in the pairwise response correlations of standard DS

cells with mixed preferred directions come from? Often, response correlations in

the form of synchronized activity between cells are considered to provide additional

information about a spatio-temporally shifting stimulus (Greschner et al., 2002).

For instance, highly synchronized activity of retinal ganglion cells in response to

a drifting object is thought to signal a motion reversal of the object (Schwartz

et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2013). Synchrony within a short time window usually

arises from shared input noise from upstream neurons, called noise correlations.

To investigate whether the synergy observed in the motion decoding from cells

with mixed preferred directions was actually caused by noise correlations, I recorded

the cell responses to 10 repeated trials of 15 min of jittering background motion.

Then, I calculated the information rates from the combined and independent

responses of three closely located standard DS cells preferring di�erent motion

directions and took the average over the 10 trials (Fig. 5.4d). To estimate the

e�ect of noise correlations, I calculated the information rates from the combined

responses where the responses of each cell were taken from a di�erent trial. This

shu�ing would remove the correlations from a shared input noise (Averbeck et al.,

2006). In this example, the decoding from the shu�ed responses, i.e., without

noise correlations, was slightly better than when the responses were taken from

the same trials. Hence, response correlations due to shared input noise from up-

stream neurons seem not to be important for the observed synergy here. The

crucial correlations are presumably stimulus driven.

In the following, I will outline possible reasons and coding mechanisms leading to

the strong synergy I observed in the linear decoding of random background motion

from the responses of standard DS cells with di�erent preferred directions.

5.3 Role of motion encoding nonlinearities

To �nd out what could cause the synergy in the linear trajectory decoding of the

population responses, I examined the nonlinearities within the motion encoding of

individual standard DS cells. For a single DS cell, the convolution of the stimulus

trajectory with the cell's motion STA (Fig. 5.5a) yields a linear estimate of the

cell's expected �ring rate in response to a given stimulus segment (see Sect. 3.5.1
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for details). Those linear estimates correspond to a linear projection of the stim-

ulus onto the STA vector. Hence, the linearly estimated �ring rate is positive

when the stimulus was similar to the STA and negative when the stimulus was

highly dissimilar to the motion STA. The relation between linearly estimated �ring

rates and actually measured �ring rates in response to the stimulus, is the motion

encoding nonlinearity. Since a neuron can not have negative �ring rates, these

nonlinearity functions are usually rectifying, mapping negative linear �ring rate

estimates to positive values.

The nonlinearity functions were estimated by dividing the pairs of sorted linear

estimates and measured �ring rates into eight bins with the same amount of data

points, starting at the lowest linear estimate. Then, the linear estimates and

measured �ring rates in each bin were averaged which yielded an estimate of the

motion encoding nonlinearity function (similar to Fig. 5.5b). Although motion in

x- and y-direction were independent of each other, responses to a certain motion

trajectory in y-direction could a�ect the estimated mean �ring rate for a certain

motion trajectory in x-direction. To resolve these dependencies, I calculated the

conditional nonlinearities for motion into x- and y-direction for pairs of linear

estimate and observed �ring rate when the stimulus projections into y- and x-

direction, respectively, were small (≈ 0).

The obtained conditional nonlinearities were extremely non-monotonic (Fig. 5.5b).

They showed that a standard DS cell responded strongly to motion trajectories

which were similar to their motion STAs (�ltered stimulus ∼ 1). But they also

strongly responded to motion which was highly dissimilar to the motion STAs

(�ltered stimulus ∼ −1). This means that standard DS cells did not only strongly

respond to motion into their preferred direction but also to motion into their null

direction. Though, for motion into the null direction the response rates were

slightly lower. This means that the motion trajectory encoding of individual stan-

dard DS cells is highly ambiguous. DS cell responses to the null direction will

thereby lower the performance of the linear trajectory decoding.

The ambiguities in a DS cell's motion encoding may arise from the cell's re-

sponses to contrast changes. As shown previously, standard DS cells are OFF

cells. Therefore, they might respond to image shifts which bring dark regions

within the background pattern into the cell's receptive �eld. When the excitation

by contrast changes is strong enough, the DS cell might even respond to motion

into its null direction.

Here, the responses of a second DS cell with opposite preferred direction could

help to correct for the responses of the �rst cell to motion into the non-preferred

direction. Hence, the population responses of standard DS cells with di�erent pre-
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Figure 5.5 DS cells show strongly non-monotonic nonlinearities in their motion
trajectory encoding. a STAs of x- and y-direction from the responses to the jittering
background motion of two standard DS cells. Insets show the directional tunings of the
cells from the responses to drifting gratings. b Non-monotonic conditional nonlinearities of
x- and y-direction, obtained when the stimulus projections fx/y(s) in y- and x-direction,
respectively, were close to zero (|f(s)| < 0.1). U-shapes indicate strong responses to
preferred stimuli (f(s) > 0) as well as highly non-preferred stimuli (f(s) < −1). c
Filters and information spectra obtained from the pair (solid line) and single-cell responses
(dashed) of above cells from the linear multi-cell decoder. Linear decoding of pair response
shows larger �lter peaks than for single-cell responses, corresponding to a better directional
encoding. Information spectra of the pair response show strong synergy.
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ferred directions might rectify the non-monotonic nonlinearities of a single cell's

motion encoding.

In �gure 5.5c, the e�ects of the concerted �ring of a DS cell pair with di�erent

preferred directions can be observed. The linear �lters obtained from the pair re-

sponses have a higher amplitude than the �lters obtained from the independently

encoding cells. This means that the motion trajectory can be better decoded from

the pair responses than from the single-cell responses. This is also re�ected in the

higher amplitudes of the information densities from the pair decoding (Fig. 5.5c,

right, solid line).

5.3.1 Testing different nonlinearities

To observe if indeed the non-monotonic nonlinearities were the reason for the ob-

served synergy in random motion decoding, I modeled pairs of independent DS

cells using the LN-model (Sect. 3.5.1). The cells were modeled independently of

each other since noise correlations were not found to contribute to the observed

synergy (Fig. 5.4d). Cell responses were generated by using the experimentally

obtained linear �lters of standard DS cells and nonlinearities that were either �tted

with an exponential or non-monotonic function (Fig. 5.6a). The stimulus was �l-

tered and the nonlinearity functions applied to calculate the mean response rates

(Fig. 5.6a). Spike rates were then generated by Poisson processes with means and

standard deviations taken from the prior calculated mean response rates.

For modeled DS cell pairs with opposing preferred directions and exponential non-

linearities, the linear decoding of the pair responses did not show any synergy,

i.e., the amplitudes of the linear �lters and information densities from the pair

responses were smaller than the amplitudes of the linear �lters and summed in-

formation spectra from the single-cell responses (Fig. 5.6b).

In contrast, the decoding from cell pairs modeled with non-monotonic nonlineari-

ties was highly synergistic for cells with opposing preferred directions (Fig. 5.6c).

This is in accordance with what I observed in the experimental data (Fig. 5.5c).

Furthermore, this indirectly shows that the non-monotonic nonlinearities could

cause the synergy observed in the linear readouts of pair responses of standard

DS cells with di�erent preferred directions.

The decoding from cell pairs with same preferred directions was always redundant,

though, the peak di�erence of the information spectra from pair and single-cell

responses was less pronounced for DS cells modeled with exponential nonlinearities

(Fig. 5.6d-e).
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Figure 5.6 In�uence of monotonic and non-monotonic nonlinearities on linear
motion decoding from DS cell pairs. a Schematics of the two applied LN-models with
di�erent �ts of the DS cell nonlinearities. b-e Linear �lters and information densities
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5.4 Structure of concerted activity of DS cell pairs

The non-monotonic nonlinearities of the individual DS cells had a strong in�uence

on the synergy and redundancy observed in the linear motion decoding from DS

cell pairs. One could ask, how the concerted �ring of these cell pairs in�uences

the linear readout. Or in other words, how does the spiking activity of one cell

counteract the ambiguities in the motion encoding of the other cell? Here, I tried

to get some insights by applying a more advanced reverse-correlation method,

called canonical correlation analysis (Zeck et al., 2008; Hotelling, 1936), and a

population vector-like approach (Georgopoulos et al., 1986) using relative spike

codes.

5.4.1 Canonical correlation analysis

The canonical correlation analysis (CCA) is a reverse-correlation method which

is used in neuroscience to �nd the modes of a given stimulus that are maximally

correlated with the activity of a neural population (Zeck et al., 2008). Here, I

investigated the activity patterns of DS cell pairs with similar and di�erent pre-

ferred directions in response to the random motion trajectory. The study of these

activity patterns might provide information about how synergy in the trajectory

decoding could arise from the correlated pair responses.

In �gure 5.7a, high- and low-frequency components from the CCA of a cell pair

with di�erent preferred directions are shown. The �rst components of the CCA

have the highest correlations between stimulus and responses. Here, they cap-

tured the low frequencies of the stimulus and response. The frequency of the pair

activity matched the frequency of the stimulus. Furthermore, the CCA compo-

nents showed an anti-phasic activity of the two DS cells with di�erent preferred

directions, i.e., when one cell was active, the other was silent.

For cell pairs with similar preferred directions, the picture was slightly di�erent

(Fig. 5.7b). There, the frequencies of stimulus and neural activity also matched

but the cells responded in-phase, although, small shifts can be observed. The ob-

served stimulus components show that correlations between stimulus and response

were strongest, when the stimulus was moving into the preferred or null direction

of the two DS cells with the same preferred direction.

5.4.2 Additive and subtractive coding strategies

The in-phase and anti-phasic responses of DS cell pairs with similar and opposite

preferred directions, respectively, promote the idea that the linear decoding simply
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Figure 5.7 Correlated stimulus-response structure obtained from canonical cor-
relation analysis (CCA) of pairs of DS cells with either di�erent (a) or same
preferred directions (b). a-b left CCA components capturing slowest frequencies, with
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depends on the weighted sum of the di�erent directional inputs. The preferred

direction of each DS cell can be represented by a vector and the weighted sum

of these vectors, the population vector, could encode the actual motion direction

(Georgopoulos et al., 1986). Population vectors were originally used to relate pop-

ulation responses in the primate motor cortex with a certain movement direction

of the animal's arm. Spike rate-based tunings of the neurons were measured to

determine the preferred direction of each cell, similar to the tunings that I obtained

from the drifting gratings. Then the movement of the arm could be predicted by

the sum of each direction vector, weighted by each cell's response rate.

For responses to a random motion trajectory, one can not simply apply rate-based

tunings because direction and velocity of the stimulus change perpetually. There-

fore, instead of calculating vector sums, I either added or subtracted the pair

responses from each other and calculated the linear �lters and stimulus recon-

structions based on these additive and subtractive codes.

In �gure 5.8a, the motion �lters and information spectra from the pair responses

of standard DS cells with di�erent directional preferences are shown. One cell

encoded motion into the nasal-dorsal direction and the other cell encoded motion

into the temporal direction. The decoding of the pair response contained more

information about the stimulus trajectory than the summed information from the

single-cell response decoding, indicating a synergistic decoding of the pair re-

sponse.

The additive code of this cell pair contained almost no information about the

stimulus motion and the obtained linear �lters were completely �at (Fig. 5.8c).

The additive code showed high activity to large motion steps independent of the

motion direction which is re�ected by the almost symmetric conditional nonlin-

earities (Fig. 5.8c, lower).

On the other hand, when subtracting the spike counts of one cell from the other

cell's response, the obtained information about the stimulus motion was about

the same as the information obtained from the decoding of the full pair response

(Fig. 5.8e). Hence, the subtractive code seems to capture the pair response corre-

lations which are necessary for the synergistic motion decoding. The conditional

nonlinearities of the subtractive code were monotonic and almost linear (Fig. 5.8e,

lower). The nonlinearities show that the subtractive code responded strongly to

preferred stimuli and had �negative �ring rates� in response to non-preferred stim-

uli, resolving the ambiguities in the motion encoding of individual DS cells.

For a pair where both DS cells had similar directional preferences, the linear de-

coding of the pair response was largely redundant (Fig. 5.8b). In this case, the

information that could be extracted from the additive code of the cell pair was
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Figure 5.8 Linear �lters and information densities of relative spike codes com-
pared with the complete pair response code for cell pairs with di�erent (a, c, e)
and similar preferred directions (b, d, f). a-b For comparison: Linear �lters (left)
and information densities (right) from pair responses (solid line) and single cell responses
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Spike subtraction straightened the nonlinearities while spike summation led to a stronger
curvature.
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equal to the information obtained from the full pair response (Fig. 5.8d). The

conditional nonlinearities were strongly non-monotonic, hence, the linear decod-

ing of the additive code would still su�er from responses to strongly non-preferred

motion stimuli, similar to what has been observed for the single-cell encoding.

For the subtractive code of two DS cells with similar preferred directions, the linear

�lters and conditional nonlinearities were completely �at (Fig. 5.8f), hence, the

responses to preferred and non-preferred motion stimuli of one cell canceled out

with the responses of the other cell and no motion speci�c response remained.

Accordingly, no information about the motion trajectory could be decoded from

the subtractive code of cells with similar preferred directions.

The additive and subtractive codes of DS cell pairs with similar and di�erent

preferred directions, respectively, seemed to capture the most important corre-

lations within the pair responses for describing the motion trajectory. This was

shown in the above examples. Is this true for all DS cell pairs within a popula-

tion? I calculated the information ratios of the information obtained from pair

responses, added and subtracted pair responses and divided them by the summed

information from the single-cell responses for every DS cell pair in one experiment.

In �gure 5.9a, left, it can be observed that for DS cells with di�erent preferred

directions the decoding of the pair responses was synergistic for more than 75% of

the pairs while only about 50% of the subtractive codes showed synergy. Accord-

ingly, the subtractive code could capture most but not all the correlations within

the pair responses that were important for the synergistic motion decoding.

For cells with similar preferred directions, the decoded information from the pair

response almost matched the information from the additive code (Fig. 5.9a, right).

Contributions of the subtractive code were negligible.

Standard DS cells do not only encode the direction of a moving stimulus but

they also respond to contrast changes. As shortly discussed in section 5.3, the

simultaneous encoding of motion direction and contrast may lead to the observed

non-monotonic nonlinearities in a DS cell's motion encoding. Two DS cells which

share spatial inputs due to overlapping receptive �elds, would be similarly driven

by contrast changes. When these two cells have di�erent directional preferences,

the response of each cell to the contrast change would be increased or reduced,

depending on the motion direction which implied the contrast change and the di-

rectional preference of each cell. The response correlations from the shared spatial

inputs could then either improve or corrupt the motion decoding.

In �gure 5.9b, I plotted the averaged information ratios of each cell pair in rela-

tion to their receptive �eld distances. For cells with di�erent preferred directions,

the information ratios from pair responses and subtracted pair responses strongly
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Figure 5.9 Most information about motion trajectories can be extracted from
the subtractive and additive codes of pairs containing di�erent (left) or similar
preferred directions (right), respectively. a Information ratios of information from pair
responses (black), added (orange) and subtracted pair responses (cyan) divided by the
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and redundancy (below). b Above information ratios plotted versus receptive �eld dis-
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12 cells per bin. Abbr.: Pair: Information from pair responses, Added: Information from
added pair responses, Subtr.: Information from subtracted pair responses, Sgl.: Summed
information from single-cell responses.
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increased for small receptive �eld distances (Fig. 5.9b, left). Hence, the shared

spatial contrast might have synergistic e�ects for the linear motion decoding from

DS cells with di�erent directional preferences. For cells with similar preferred di-

rections, the information ratios from the pair responses and added pair responses

were slightly smaller for close-by DS cells than for DS cells which were further

apart from each other.

Due to the tiling of the receptive �elds of standard DS cells with similar pre-

ferred directions, cells with di�erent preferred directions had stronger receptive

�eld overlaps than cells with similar preferred directions. Therefore, the observed

e�ect of a shared spatial input might be stronger for cells with di�erent preferred

directions.
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Motion is an essential part of our everyday visual experience. The detection of

moving objects and their pursuit is not only important for catching a ball during

a game but also in situations of tra�c to avoid approaching cars. Yet, it is not

well understood how moving objects are detected and tracked and to which extent

retinal pre-processing is important. Furthermore, eye, head and body movements

shift the image that is projected onto our retinas. Even when �xating our gaze,

there are small tremor-like eye movements which induce global shifts of the pro-

jected image and are superimposed onto the object motion trajectory.

I tried to answer the question how the output from retinal ganglion cells could

assist in the detection and tracking of moving objects and, furthermore, how ob-

ject motion and other image features could be decorrelated from the global image

shifts induced by eye and head movements. I approached these questions on the

single-cell and population encoding level. First, I analyzed the motion-speci�c re-

sponses of individual retinal ganglion cells. Second, I investigated the encoding of

random background motion by certain subpopulations of motion-sensitive retinal

ganglion cells.

I have shown that there are two putative types of direction-selective ganglion cells

in the salamander retina, standard DS and OMS-DS cells. They are suitable for

processing the motion direction of background and object motion, respectively,

and presumably send their outputs to di�erent downstream brain areas. Receptive

�eld properties, organization of preferred directions and responses to more complex

motion stimuli hint to their prospective purpose in initiating di�erent oculomotor

responses. It is however interesting that I found OMS-DS cells which selectively

respond to certain directions of object motion and standard OMS cells which are

sensitive to local di�erential motion of an object irrespective of its direction. I will

discuss possible advantages of such a pathway splitting below.

As the standard DS cells might be responsible for processing the motion direction

of the retinal slip, I used populations of standard DS cells to study their capabilities

in encoding random motion trajectories, similar to those induced by �xational eye

movements. Using a linear multi-cell decoder, I compared the mutual information
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between the stimulus and its linear reconstruction from either independent or cor-

related DS cell responses. There, I found that for a population of standard DS

cells with di�erent directional preferences, the stimulus reconstruction was better

when including response correlation then without them. This synergy in the popu-

lation decoding of the trajectory was not caused by noise-correlations, as induced

by shared input noise from upstream neurons, but rather by the stimulus-driven

response correlations between standard DS cells with di�erent preferred directions.

These correlations possibly counteract the low �delity of random motion decoding

from individual DS cell responses.

6.1 Two types of direction-selective ganglion cells

Direction-selectivity can be found in retinal ganglion cells across vertebrates as

frogs, turtles, birds, rabbits and mice (Lettvin et al., 1959; Ariel and Adolph,

1985; Maturana and Frenk, 1963; Barlow and Hill, 1963; Weng et al., 2005;

Sun et al., 2006). However, the existence of direction-selective ganglion cells

in the salamander retina is still a matter of debate. While former studies re-

ported direction-selective retinal ganglion cells in mudpuppy (Necturus maculosus)

and tiger salamander (Ambystoma tigrinum) (Werblin, 1970; Pan and Slaughter,

1991), a more recent study could not �nd signi�cant direction-selectivity in the

tiger salamander retina (Segev et al., 2006). There might however be di�erences

in the developmental stage of the retina, since Segev et al. (2006) used larval tiger

salamander. There, direction-selectivity might not have fully developed yet.

In the retina of adult axolotl salamanders (Ambystoma mexicanum), I found two

types of direction-selective cells, standard DS and OMS-DS cells, which prefer-

ably responded to certain directions of drifting motion, the preferred direction,

but not to motion into the opposite direction, the null direction. Standard DS

and OMS-DS cells however di�ered in their responses to di�erential and coherent

global motion. While standard DS cells responded well to both, local and global

motion, the responses of OMS-DS cells to global coherent motion were strongly

reduced. Standard DS and OMS-DS cells also had di�erent receptive �eld sizes

and systems of preferred directions. These properties could be indicators for their

functional roles. Furthermore, they indicate that standard DS and OMS-DS cells

could be di�erent cell types, of distinct morphology and genetics, each type ex-

tracting di�erent features of the visual scene.

Standard DS cells had large receptive �elds which would enable them to integrate

motion over an extended area. Since they also responded well to global coherent

motion, they might encode the motion direction of the whole scene as induced by
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head and eye movements and play an important role in the correction of the retinal

slip. This is further substantiated by the alignment of their preferred directions.

Standard DS cells could be divided into three subtypes, each subtype having a

di�erent preferred direction which was 120° apart from the preferred directions of

the other subtypes. The preferred directions could be roughly aligned with the

orientations of the three semicircular canals in the vestibular system of the axolotl

(Maddin and Sherratt, 2014).

OMS-DS cells might be important for encoding the motion direction of small

moving objects which would require a high spatial resolution. This is given by the

cells' small receptive �elds which were among the smallest within the recorded cell

population together with standard OMS cells. Furthermore, OMS-DS cells were

well directionally tuned to small drifting spots. Their preferred directions were

oriented along the four cardinal directions coinciding with the horizontal and ver-

tical rotational axes of the four external recti eye muscles (Hilton, 1956). Despite

their small receptive �elds, OMS-DS cells were quite sparse in my recordings and

had very low coverage of the visual �eld. Therefore, usually only two or three

directions were observed within a single recording.

The sparseness of OMS-DS cells could have two obvious reasons, either the group

of OMS-DS cells consists mainly of displaced ganglion cells, situated in the in-

ner nuclear layer of the retina (Li et al., 1990; Montgomery et al., 1981) where

their signals could not be recorded by planar multielectrode arrays, or the stimulus

which I used for spike sorting did not drive the cells su�ciently to �re enough

action potentials for being detected in the analysis.

To further substantiate the hypothesis that standard DS and OMS-DS cells might

have two di�erent purposes in the processing of motion, i.e., the encoding of

the motion direction of global background motion and small moving objects, re-

spectively, I applied a more complex motion stimulus. It consisted of individual

components drifting into two di�erent directions which resulted in a third motion

direction of the global pattern. With this plaid stimulus, I analyzed whether DS

cells (standard DS and OMS-DS cells) were more strongly driven by the global mo-

tion of the pattern or the local motion of the individual components. The analysis

revealed that the signi�cantly component-sensitive DS cells also showed a strong

object-motion-sensitivity while signi�cantly pattern-sensitive DS cells had a more

intermediate object-motion-sensitivity. Hence, standard DS cells seem to better

integrate global motion over their large receptive �elds and OMS-DS cells rather

integrate local motion within a small area, being suppressed by global motion.

The di�erent properties of standard DS and OMS-DS cells observed here, indicate

that standard DS and OMS-DS cells could be two di�erent cell types, processing
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di�erent views of the visual world. This is also indicated by the clear tiling of the

receptive �elds of standard DS and OMS-DS directional subtypes. The receptive

�elds of standard DS cells with the same preferred direction covered the visual �eld

like a mosaic with only minor overlaps and some gaps where cell were probably

not recorded because of low signal-to-noise ratio. On the other hand, standard

DS cells with di�erent preferred directions were strongly overlapping. The tiling

of directional subtypes has been �rst observed in the ON-OFF direction-selective

cells of the rabbit retina (Amthor and Oyster, 1995; DeVries and Baylor, 1997;

Vaney, 1994). More recently, it could be shown that the directional subtypes of

ON and ON-OFF DS cells in mouse have di�erent molecular markers (Kay et al.,

2011; Yonehara et al., 2009). Hence, the directional subtypes of DS ganglion

cells in mouse are genetically di�erent and therefore show independent receptive

�eld tilings. OMS-DS cells, which usually were much sparser in my recordings,

had no overlaps among each other but strong overlaps with the receptive �elds of

standard DS cells of either preferred direction.

Although molecular markers are at present one of the leading criteria for identifying

di�erent cell types (Sanes and Masland, 2014), the strongly di�ering functional

outputs and receptive �eld properties shown here support the hypothesis that stan-

dard DS and OMS-DS cells are distinct cell types probably processing in parallel

the direction of global and local motion, respectively.

6.1.1 Analogies to the mammalian retina

The two di�erent organizations of preferred directions of standard DS and OMS-

DS cells are very similar to the preferred directions of ON and ON-OFF DS cells

in mammals, respectively. The ON DS cells have also three subtypes, one with

preferred direction along the nasal-temporal axis and the other two with preferred

directions 120° apart (Oyster and Barlow, 1967; Sun et al., 2006). Due to their

tuning to slow velocities (Oyster, 1968; Sivyer et al., 2010; Wyatt and Daw, 1975)

and their projections to the accessory optic system (AOS) (Simpson, 1984), ON

DS cells are thought to be important for image-stabilization by encoding the di-

rection of slow full-�eld motion (Dhande et al., 2013; Vaney et al., 2001). The

standard DS cells in the salamander retina could have similar functions since they

respond well to global coherent motion. In frogs, direction-selective cells have

also been observed which project to the nucleus of the basal optic tract (Cook

and Podugolnikova, 2001; Bastakov et al., 2015) which is the amphibian analog

of the medial terminal nucleus of the AOS in mammals (Fritzsch, 1980).

OMS-DS cells might be the analogous of the ON-OFF DS cells in mouse and

rabbit which have four subtypes with preferred directions separated by 90° (Oys-
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ter and Barlow, 1967; Weng et al., 2005; Briggman et al., 2011). The ON-OFF

DS cells in rabbit also show a strong surround suppression by coherent motion

(Chiao and Masland, 2003; Ölveczky et al., 2003) and their receptive �elds are

smaller than the receptive �elds of the ON DS cells (Barlow and Hill, 1963; Barlow

et al., 1964; Weng et al., 2005; Rivlin-Etzion et al., 2011). However, although the

preferred directions of OMS-DS cells were separated by 90°, I could only identify

three directional subtypes. In the turtle retina, a similar distribution was found

(Bowling, 1980).

Unlike ON and ON-OFF DS cells in mammals, standard DS and OMS-DS cells

are both OFF type, as most ganglion cells in the axolotl retina. Also both types

responded to a wide range of velocities (data was not shown) similar to the DS

cell types in turtle (Ariel and Adolph, 1985).

Although many of the recorded OMS-DS cells preferred motion into the ventral

direction, they are most probably not related to the OFF DS cells (or JAM-B

cells) in mouse which exclusively prefer upward motion (Kim et al., 2008). Unlike

ON and ON-OFF DS cells, JAM-B cells are only direction-selective at mesopic

light levels (Joesch and Meister, 2016). I usually recorded at photopic light levels.

In the few experiments where I recorded under mesopic conditions the fraction

of OMS-DS cells and their direction-selectivity index did not change compared to

higher light levels.

Apart from functional analogies, direction selectivity in the salamander and mam-

malian retina might also be computed via similar mechanisms. In rabbit and

mouse, the direction selectivity of ON and ON-OFF DS cells is mediated by

gabaergic inhibition from starburst amacrine cells (Briggman et al., 2011; Taylor

and Vaney, 2003; Weng et al., 2005; Wyatt and Daw, 1976). Starburst amacrine

cells are the only acetylcholine releasing cells in the mammalian retina and can be

identi�ed in a choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) staining. Acetylcholine releasing

amacrine cells were also found in the inner nuclear layer and ganglion cell layer of

the salamander retina at similar depths as in the mammalian retina (Zhang and

Wu, 2001). I have shown that the GABA antagonists picrotoxin and gabazine (SR-

95531) signi�cantly reduced the direction selectivity of standard DS and OMS-DS

cells in the retina of the axolotl salamander.

More similarities can be observed in the reactions to strychnine. In both, mammals

and axolotl, the response to the drifting gratings was reduced during strychnine

application (Wyatt and Daw, 1976). Usually, the activity of retinal ganglion cells

increases when inhibition is blocked. Nevertheless, reduced �ring rates of DS

ganglion cells during strychnine application were also observed in the turtle retina

(Ariel and Adolph, 1985). There, further experiments indicated that glycine might
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regulate the presynaptic excitatory inputs to the DS cells.

The compelling analogies between the standard DS and OMS-DS cells in sala-

mander and the ON and ON-OFF DS cells in mouse and rabbit suggest that the

parallel processing of global and local motion direction could be fairly universal

across species.

6.2 Object-motion sensitivity of retinal ganglion cells

Most retinal ganglion cells seem to have some degree of object-motion sensitivity.

While the majority of cells showed low to intermediate object-motion sensitivity,

about 28% of the recorded cells were strongly object-motion sensitive. Although

there was no clear gap in the distribution of the object-motion-sensitivity index, I

estimated a threshold for separating the two populations by visual inspection and

using a Gaussian mixture model.

While several cell types in rabbit were shown to be object-motion sensitive, e. g.,

ON brisk transient cells and ON-OFF direction-selective cells, in tiger salamander,

only fast OFF cells were mentioned in the literature (Ölveczky et al., 2003). Here,

I showed that also in the salamander retina there are direction-selective OMS cells,

the OMS-DS cells, and non-direction-selective OMS cells, which I called standard

OMS cells but which might also divide into further subtypes. The OMS cells in

this study were mainly slow OFF cells. This is contradictory to earlier observations

in the tiger salamander (Ölveczky et al., 2003).

More recent studies of the analog of the OMS cells in mouse, the W3B cells,

showed that these cells have comparably slow response kinetics (Zhang et al.,

2012). Apparently, their object-motion-sensitivity relies on unusual excitatory in-

put from amacrine cells that express vesicular glutamate transporter 3 (VG3s)

(Kim et al., 2015; Krishnaswamy et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2012). These VG3s

are object-motion-sensitive themselves due to their strong surround suppression

from spiking wide-�eld amacrine cells (Kim et al., 2015). This adds another pro-

cessing step into the signaling pathway for object-motion-sensitivity. VG3s have

also strong projections onto other ganglion cell types, e.g., ON-OFF direction-

selective cells and W3D cells (Krishnaswamy et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2014).

In previous studies in the tiger salamander, a polyaxonal wide-�eld amacrine cell

was proposed to mediate object-motion sensitivity via glycinergic inhibition onto

bipolar cells projecting to OMS cells. When object and background motion are in-

phase during global coherent motion, the bipolar cell excitatory signal onto OMS

cells is suppressed by the glycinergic amacrine cells (Baccus et al., 2008). Interest-

ingly, in axolotl not only glycine antagonists a�ected the object-motion sensitivity
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of standard OMS and OMS-DS cells, but also GABA antagonists diminished the

cells' object-motion sensitivity signi�cantly. This suggests that gabaergic inhibi-

tion might be required for balancing the excitatory inputs to OMS cells and that

the circuitry for generating object-motion sensitivity in salamander retina might

be more complex than currently assumed.

Regardless of whether there are excitatory amacrine cells in the axolotl retina, OMS

cells probably receive object-motion-sensitive input from excitatory upstream neu-

rons. A ganglion cell type which is at the same time object-motion-sensitive and

direction-selective could then arise from receiving excitatory input from object-

motion-sensitive interneurons (Baccus et al., 2008) and inhibitory input from

acetylcholine-releasing amacrine cells (Euler et al., 2002).

6.2.1 Simultaneous processing of position and direction of a
moving object

Why does the salamander retina have two types of object-motion-sensitive cells?

Or more precisely, what information can be gained from the output of direction-

selective OMS cells when standard OMS cells already encode object motion?

When pursuing a moving object with our eyes, one has to extrapolate the object's

motion trajectory in order to be able to catch the it. The future position of an

object can be extrapolated from its previous positions. But since the estimates of

the previous positions are not precise, knowledge about the object's current speed

and direction could improve the extrapolation of the future position (Kalman,

1960; Faisal et al., 2008).

Standard OMS cells respond to local motion irrespective of its direction (Ölveczky

et al., 2003; Baccus et al., 2008) while OMS-DS cells preferentially respond to

certain directions of a moving object. These two signals might serve as location

and direction estimates of a moving object. Especially when the object is occluded

for a short time period, information about its previous direction could improve the

estimate of the future position (Kristan et al., 2009). Computational frameworks

which combine information about object position and direction are able to explain

various e�ects in human motion perception, as the slowing of motion shown in

the visual periphery or the curveball illusion (Kwon et al., 2015).

Experimentally it has been shown that �ies have two di�erent motion processing

pathways, one for encoding the position of a moving object and the other encoding

the object's motion direction (Bahl et al., 2013). When blocking the motion

encoding pathway, �ies could not pursue global motion any longer, they lost their

oculomotor response. On the other hand, they were still able to track or �xate

on an object but with lower precision (�xation response) (Bahl et al., 2013; Virsik
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and Reichardt, 1976; Wehrhahn and Hausen, 1980).

Hence, the simultaneous processing of a moving object's position and direction

by standard OMS and OMS-DS cells, respectively, in the salamander retina could

aid the tracking of prey and predators and would therefore be crucial for the

salamander's survival.

6.3 Advantages of DS directional subtypes for
random motion encoding

Populations of direction-selective ganglion cells are known to faithfully encode the

motion direction of a drifting grating (Amthor et al., 2005; Fiscella et al., 2015;

Franke et al., 2016; Zylberberg et al., 2016) but were never shown to encode

tremor-like motion as induced by �xational eye movements. Some studies show

the encoding of 1-dimensional random motion of a sinusoidal grating by direction-

selective neurons in monkey visual cortex (Bair and Movshon, 2004; McLelland

et al., 2015). Others focus on the predictive coding of correlated random bar mo-

tion by arbitrary populations of retinal ganglion cells (Marre et al., 2015; Palmer

et al., 2015).

Since I hypothesize standard DS cells to provide important information for cor-

recting for the retinal slip, I investigated if a hypothetical downstream neuron

could use the responses of a population of standard DS cells to reconstruct a two-

dimensional random motion trajectory as induced by �xational eye movements

(Manteu�el et al., 1977; Engbert and Kliegl, 2004). I explicitly asked how much

information about the random motion trajectory a linear downstream decoder

could obtain from the population responses of the standard DS cells.

I compared the information from the population responses to the summed infor-

mation from single-cell responses and expected that stimulus-driven correlations

in the population code would induce lots of redundancy. The linear decoding of

population responses of DS cells with similar preferred directions was indeed worse

than what one would expect from the independent single-cell responses. But the

encoding of standard DS cells with di�erent preferred directions led to synergy in

the decoded information. The information obtained from standard DS cell popula-

tions with di�erent preferred directions was signi�cantly higher than the summed

information obtained from the single-cell responses.

Information of the linear decoding of OMS-DS cell responses was in general very

low, even for stimuli with random object motion. A possible reason could be that

OMS-DS cells might respond better to more continuous motion, similar to the

trajectories of potential prey or predators.
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The observed synergy in the population responses of standard DS cells, was not

caused by noise correlations, i.e., correlations that are induced by noise from shared

upstream neurons which might result in strong synchrony or asynchrony of the

ganglion cells' activity. There is an ongoing debate whether noise-correlations are

of importance for retinal spike coding (Nirenberg et al., 2001; Franke et al., 2016;

Zylberberg et al., 2016). For the decoding of the direction of a drifting grating

from the responses of ON-OFF DS cells in the mouse, stimulus-dependent noise-

correlations seem to be of a particular importance (Franke et al., 2016; Zylberberg

et al., 2016). For the synergy in the linear decoding of random motion trajectories

from standard DS cell responses, noise correlations were not important. Noise-

correlations even slightly diminished the performance of the linear decoder.

Therefore, I investigated what happened on the single-cell level, i.e., how do the

linear �lters change when correlations are removed and more importantly, to which

features of the motion trajectory does a cell respond? For pairs of DS cells with

di�erent preferred directions, I noticed that the linear �lters had reduced peaks

when removing their pair correlations. Since the linear �lters are optimized to

have maximal correlation between stimulus and response, a reduced peak of the

linear �lter is directly related to a lower performance of the linear encoding of the

preferred direction and, hence, the information that can be read out.

The reduced peak in the linear �lters of the single-cell responses originated from a

non-monotonic input-output relationship between stimulus and response. For ex-

ample, when an OFF cell encodes a temporal contrast �icker, its contrast-encoding

nonlinearity is usually monotonic which means low responses to brightening and

strong responses to darkening temporal contrast. The non-monotonic nonlinear-

ities in the motion encoding of standard DS cells imply that they do not only

respond to motion into their preferred direction but that they also show strong

responses to motion into their null direction which will corrupt the linear readout.

I hypothesized that the non-monotonic nonlinearities lead to the observed synergy

in the linear readout of standard DS cells with di�erent preferred directions. To

test this hypothesis, I modeled pairs of independent direction-selective neurons

with either monotonic or non-monotonic nonlinearities where the generated spikes

only depended on the motion trajectory and not on any other spatial stimulus

information. For these simulated pairs of neurons, synergy in the linear read-

out was only observed for non-monotonic nonlinearities. This indicates that the

non-monotonic nonlinearities cause the observed synergy.
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6.3.1 Competition between motion and contrast encoding

It still has to be illuminated what causes the non-monotonic nonlinearities. A

plausible explanation could be that the encoding of contrast in�uences the en-

coding of the motion direction. For example, by global image shifts, the pattern

that is projected onto a DS cell's will change with every shift. For large shifts,

the pattern will change more strongly. The sudden contrast changes might evoke

strong responses even though the contrast change might be caused by motion into

the cell's null direction.

Motion detection and contrast changes are inseparably entangled. Without spa-

tial structure, the detection of motion would not be possible. On the other hand,

contrast changes as occur when an object is shortly �ashed in a cell's receptive

�eld, do not necessarily imply motion. Here, I investigated the encoding of mo-

tion mostly independently from the spatial pattern. But the encoding of motion

is probably highly correlated with the emergence of certain image features in the

DS cell's receptive �eld. A next step would now be to investigate the encoding

of the correlations between image features and motion trajectories. The usual

reverse correlation methods are not applicable here since the spatial component

of the stimulus is highly correlated in time. Nevertheless, the STAs obtained from

the responses to spatio-temporal white noise might allow a �rst estimate.

A possible experiment to test the in�uence of the DS cells' contrast sensitivity

on their motion encoding would be to have repeated trials of the same trajectory

with di�erent o�sets of the pattern's position. There, cells with responses from

di�erent trials could either have a stronger or weaker correlation in their motion

responses. This would depend on whether the contrast encoding is corrupting or

improving the joint motion decoding from DS cell population responses, respec-

tively.

What could now be the mechanisms for a more faithful linear decoding of the

random motion trajectory by standard DS cells with di�erent preferred directions?

I used canonical correlation analysis (CCA) (Zeck et al., 2008) and a population

vector-like analysis (Georgopoulos et al., 1988) to investigate the activity patterns

of DS cell pairs. I found that the stimulus-induced anti-phasic spiking of DS cell

pairs with di�erent preferred directions provided the major contribution to the

observed synergy in the population decoding.

For example, if the simultaneous contrast encoding of the cells shapes the non-

monotonic nonlinearities, a large motion step into one cell's null direction could

still evoke a signi�cant response due to the induced strong contrast change. If

a downstream neuron only receives input from this one cell, its linearly assumed

decoding would interpret this as motion into the preferred direction of the cell.
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However, if there is additional input from a DS cell with di�erent preferred direc-

tion, this cell would give an even stronger response. Hence, the di�erence between

the two cell responses would then indicate that the motion was not into the �rst

cell's preferred direction but into the preferred direction of the second cell. Here,

the cooperative spiking of standard DS cells with di�erent directional preferences

reduces the uncertainties about the motion trajectory.

The corrective mechanisms outlined here, are very similar to what has been pro-

posed to explain the sharp directional tunings of direction-selective neurons in the

rabbit LGN (Levick et al., 1969). These might receive inputs from ON-OFF DS

cells with opposite preferred directions, with one providing excitatory input and

the other inhibitory input. This would result in a subtractive code for decoding

the motion trajectory.

6.4 Conclusion

The processing of motion in visual scenes is essential for navigating through our

environment. Here, I showed in the axolotl salamander that the retina already pro-

cesses di�erent motion features in parallel. For example, two types of direction-

selective ganglion cells are dedicated to process motion direction. One type is

sensitive to certain directions of local object motion and might contribute crucial

information for prey capture. The output of the other direction-selective cell type

might assist in correcting for the retinal slip by detecting the direction of global

image shifts, as induced by self-motion.

For the latter type, I investigated the decoding of global motion trajectories from

population responses and which information a downstream neuron might be able

to retrieve. The decoding of direction and velocity from individual cell responses

was thereby strongly a�ected by the cell's responses to strong contrast changes

as induced by large motion steps in either direction. Since motion can not be

detected without changes in spatial contrast, the encoding of motion direction

and contrast changes are highly correlated, leading to ambiguities in the decoding

of motion direction. These ambiguities could be partially resolved by combining

responses from direction-selective cells with di�erent directional preferences which

manifested in a synergistic population readout.

Stimulus-driven response correlations could thereby help to better decorrelate in-

formation about motion direction and spatial contrast changes. For example, while

strong contrast changes, that are induced by large motion steps in either direc-

tion, will lead to correlated activity of the entire cell population, motion direction

could be detected by the relative spiking di�erence between cells with di�erent di-
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rectional preferences. For pairs of direction-selective cells with di�erent preferred

directions this would result in an additive pair code for extracting general con-

trast changes while a subtractive code could account for the direction of motion.

Hence, the readout strongly depends on how the inputs from direction-selective

ganglion cells are combined by downstream neurons. This further serves as an

example for the great potential of neural population codes.
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